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Abstract
The calculation of the electromagnetic response of random composite materials is a 
matter not only of long-standing scientific interest, but also of increasing technological 
significance. Provided electromagnetic wavelengths are sufficiently long as compared 
with the length scales of inhomogeneities, composites may be considered as effectively 
homogeneous and their constitutive properties estimated by means of homogenisation 
formalisms. The work of this thesis concerns two aspects of homogenisation theory for 
linear electromagnetic materials.
Firstly, the well-established Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman homogenisation for­
malisms, along with the recently-developed incremental and differential Maxwell Gar­
nett formalisms, are applied to investigate the constitutive properties of complex com­
posite materials. Two classes of structures are considered: (i) Through a detailed 
parametric study of a chiroplasma composite, a structure more general than that of 
the Faraday chiral mediums is revealed; this generalised structure arises when the 
component phases possess non-spherical topology, (ii) Biaxial composite structures 
are found to develop whenever the component phases present two noncollinear distin­
guished axes. Distinguished axes of the component phases arising from both electro­
magnetic and topological origins are considered for nondissipative dielectric, dissipative 
dielectric-magnetic and bianisotropic materials. A generalised biaxial structure, for 
which the principal axes of the real and imaginary parts of the constitutive dyadics 
do not coincide, is demonstrated. Additionally, orthorhombic biaxial structures are 
presented which can arise even though the distinguished axes of the component phases 
are non-orthogonal.
Secondly, the strong-property-fluctuation theory (SPFT) is developed for bian­
isotropic materials, under the bilocal approximation. The SPFT represents a ma­
jor advance over traditional approaches to homogenisation, such as provided by the 
Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman formalisms, by accommodating a more comprehen­
sive description of the distributional statistics of the component phases. In particular, 
the SPFT takes account of scattering losses and in its zero-order implementation the 
SPFT reduces to the Bruggeman homogenisation formalism. Detailed numerical stud­
ies are presented which highlight the role of the correlation length, as well as the 
component phase topology and orientation diversity. Also, the choice of covariance 
function is demonstrated to exert only a secondary influence as compared with the 
effects of the correlation length. Finally, through calculating the third-order mass 
operator approximation, the convergence of the bilocally-approximated SPFT is con­
firmed for isotropic chiral composites as well as for chiroferrites which are both weakly 
uniaxial and weakly gyrotropic.
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Introduction
1.1 O verview  and notation
The work of this thesis concerns the linear electromagnetic properties of random com­
posite mediums in the long-wavelength regime. That is, we consider the case where 
electromagnetic wavelengths are sufficiently long compared with the length scales of 
inhomogeneities that the composite may be assumed to be effectively homogeneous. 
Estimation of the constitutive properties of such a homogenised composite material 
(HCM)—by means of so-called homogenisation formalisms [1]—[3]—is a matter of con­
siderable scientific and technological importance, with applications across a diverse 
range of disciplines. For example, homogenisation formalisms may be utilised in the 
design and characterisation of novel materials [4, 5], in microwave remote sensing 
measurements [6 ], as well as in the study of atmospheric aerosols and interstellar dust
[7]-
Two of the most widely-used homogenisation formalisms are the Maxwell Garnett 
(MG) formalism [1] and the Bruggeman (Br) formalism [5]. The basic MG formalism 
applies only to low concentrations of particulate inclusions randomly embedded in 
a host medium. However, the restriction to dilute composites is overcome in the 
recently-developed incremental Maxwell Garnett (IMG) [8 ] and differential Maxwell 
Garnett (DMG) [9] homogenisation formalisms. In Section 1.3, a brief outline of the 
MG, Br, IMG and DMG formalisms is provided; detailed descriptions are available in 
the research literature [1, 9, 10].
In Chapter 2 , the MG, Br, IMG and DMG homogenisation formalisms are all 
utilised in a comprehensive numerical study of a chiroplasma [11]. When the par­
ticulate constituents have spherical topology, the resulting HCM structure is found 
to belong to the class of Faraday chiral mediums [12]; whereas more general HCM 
structures are revealed when the constituents are based on ellipsoidal topology.
Biaxial HCM structures are investigated in Chapter 3. Specifically, we focus on 
scenarios where the constituent phases are themselves non-biaxial but collectively they 
present two noncollinear distinguished axes; these axes can have either an electromag­
1
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netic or topological origin. The relationship between the biaxial HCM structure and 
the geometry, orientation and composition of the component mediums is explored for 
the nondissipative dielectric case [13]. Extending these studies to include the effects 
of dissipation in dielectric-magnetic materials, a generalised biaxial HCM structure 
is revealed for which the principal axes of real and imaginary parts of the permittiv­
ity and permeability constitutive dyadics do not coincide [14]. Furthermore, in the 
bianisotropic regime, yet more general HCM structures arise; in particular, complex 
symmetries are found in the constitutive dyadics which would not be anticipated from 
a familiarity with the dielectric or dielectric-magnetic case [15].
A significant limitation of most homogenisation approaches—as exemplified by the 
MG, Br, IMG and DMG formalisms—arises from their simplistic treatments of the 
distributional statistics of the constituent phases. A notable exception is the strong- 
property-fluctuation theory (SPFT) which, in principle, can accommodate spatial cor­
relation functions of arbitrarily high order. In the SPFT, statistical cumulants of the 
spatial distribution of the component material phases are used perturbatively to refine 
an initial ansatz on the nature of the HCM. The bilocally-approximated SPFT for 
bianisotropic HCMs is developed in Chapter 4 [16]. Under the bilocal approximation, 
a covariance function and its associated correlation length are used to characterise 
the distributional statistics of the component material phases. Detailed numerical 
calculations which consider the influence of ellipsoidal topology, orientation diversity 
and correlation length are also presented [17]. The influence of the covariance func­
tion is explored through a study concerning the homogenisation of ellipsoidal metallic 
inclusions with a non-conducting host medium [18]. Finally, by calculating higher- 
order terms, the convergence of the bilocally-approximated SPFT is demonstrated for 
isotropic chiral HCMs, as well as for chiroferrite composites which are both weakly 
uniaxial and weakly gyrotropic [19].
A discussion of results and suggestions for further studies are provided in Chapter 5.
The following notation is adopted: 6 -vectors (3-vectors) are in bold (normal) face 
and underlined, whereas 6 x 6  (3x3) dyadics are in bold (normal) face and underlined 
twice. The adjoint, determinant, inverse, trace, transpose and i j ^ 1 entry of a dyadic 
Q are represented by adj ( Q ), det Q; Q ) tr Q, Q and [ Q lip respectively. For 
dyadics and vectors, the dot product denotes contraction of indices. The unit vector 
corresponding to a vector n  is signified by n, and the triad of Cartesian unit vectors 
by (Mai uyi uz ). The ensemble average of a quantity N  is written as ( N ) .  The 6 x 6 
(3x3) identity dyadic is denoted by I ( / ) .  The permittivity and permeability of free 
space (i.e., vacuum) are given as e0 and /x0, respectively. A list of the most commonly 
used symbols and abbreviations is provided on page v.
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1.2 Fundam entals of electrom agnetics in com plex  
m edium s
Theoretical descriptions of the macroscopic electromagnetic properties of materials are 
founded on the Maxwell equations, which may be stated in the time domain as [2 0 ]
v x f f ( r , t )  -  =  le ( r , t ) ,  (1.1)
V x l f c i )  +  J i f c f )  =  (1 .2 )
V • D{r, t) = pe{r,t)} (1-3)
V *J[(r,£) -  ). (1.4)
In (1.1)—(1.4), D(r, t), E(r,t),  and f f ( r , t ) represent the dielectric displace­
ment, electric field, magnetic induction and magnetic field, respectively, while the 
electric (magnetic) current and charge densities are represented by ( i f c T ) )
and Pefc <0 (pm fci)): respectively. The divergence relations (1.3) and (1.4) do not 
contribute to the analyses of this thesis, since they are a consequence of the curl rela­
tions (1 .1 ) and (1 .2 ), combined with the following continuity equations for the source 
terms
V • J e,m(r, t) +  ~  Pe,m(L> t) =  0 . (1.5)
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) present two vector differential equations in four unknown 
vector fields. In order to specify unique solutions, further equations are required. These 
are provided by the constitutive relations. For our present purposes, we restrict our 
attention to the most general linear constitutive relations for spatially-local materials; 
i.e. [2 1 , 2 2 ],
=  [  |fc>£ — 0  * t') +  i(L}t — O  * BL{l , 0  dtf , (1 .6 )
-oo
't
R ( c  t ) =  £ fc  t -  t’) • E{r, t') +  p(r, t - t ' )  • H (r , t') d t ' , (1.7)
J — CO
where |( r , t ) ,  £(r, £), £(r,t) and /i(r,i) are the time-domain constitutive dyadics. Ma­
terials described by the constitutive relations (1.6) and (1.7) are called bianisotropic.
It is mathematically convenient to introduce the frequency-domain constitutive 
dyadics e(r, tu), f(r, w), C fc^) an<l  m(e» )^> defined through the Fourier transforma­
tions
1 f°°
±{rH) = ^  j  l (D u )  exp(-iu t)  du, ( 7  =  e,f,C,A0 > (1 .8 )
along with the field phasors D_(r, w), E{r,u>): B_(r,to) and H.(r}cu), defined similarly
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Thus, the constitutive relations (1.6) and (1.7) are expressed in the frequency domain 
as
D{r, u) = |( r ,  co) • E(r, co) +  |( r ,  co) • H (r t co) , 
R(C  w) =  Cfc w) • l?(r, co) +  £i(r, w) * 2?(r, w ).
(1.10)
(1 .11)
Furthermore, the frequency-domain Maxwell curl equations (1 .1 ) and (1 .2 ) are given 
by
V  x IT(r,co) + icoD(r,co) = J e( r ,co)y
V x E(r, co) -  icoB{r, co) =  ~ J m{l1, w),
(1.12)
(1.13)
wherein the source terms J_eiTn(r,co) are the Fourier transforms of t ), defined
as in (1.9).
A self-consistent system of differential equations arises through substituting the 
constitutive relations (1.10) and (1.11) into the Maxwell curl equations (1.12) and 
(1.13); i.e., we have
[L(V) +  2wj£(r,w) ] • F (r, co) = Q(r,co), (1.14)
where, in 6 -vector/dyadic notation [23], the linear differential operator L(V) and 
constitutive dyadic K (r , co) have the representations
L(V) = fi v  X L- V  x I  0
K (r, co) =
gfc,^) i(r,co)y 
C fc^ ) ^(r,co)
(1.15)
while the electromagnetic field vector F(r,u;) and source vector Q(r,cj) are defined as
F  (r,co) M l ,  w)
H{r,co)
Q (r,co) = l e i E  w) 
im fc w )
(1.16)
Since (1.14) is a linear vector equation, its solution may be expressed in terms of the 
dyadic Green function G (r, r',w) as
F (r, to) =  f  g ( r ,  r', w) • Q (r', u) d V , 
Jv>
(1.17)
where field and source points are represented by r and r ', respectively, and all source 
points are contained within the integration volume V 1. The dyadic Green function 
G (r, r!,co) itself arises as the solution to the differential equation
[L(V) 4- iw|£(£j co) ] • Q{r, r ', co) — 5(r — r ') J , (1.18)
in which the role of the source term (cf. equation (1.14)) is provided by the product 
of the Dirac delta function 5(r — r') and the 6 x 6  identity dyadic I. Parenthetically, 
we remark that explicit representations of dyadic Green functions are available only 
for certain highly symmetric mediums, such as isotropic and uniaxial mediums [24].
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The bianisotropic constitutive relations (1.10) and (1.11), specified in terms of 
the four 3x3 constitutive dyadics g(r, cu), £(r,u), ( (r ,u )  and /i(r, cu), characterise the 
most general class of linear materials. In general, the constitutive dyadics are complex­
valued and therefore 36 complex-valued parameters are involved in the description of 
bianisotropy. However, all linear materials are required to satisfy the Post constraint 
[25]-[27]
=  0; (1.19)Zi(n, O ) • (£fc<0 +  ! ( r ,w ) )tr
hence, only 35 independent complex-valued parameters are needed to characterise a 
bianisotropic medium. A comprehensive list of the many subclasses which are con­
tained within the bianisotropic class of materials has recently been compiled by Wei­
glhofer [2 2 ]. Of particular relevance to the studies described in this thesis are the 
distinctions between homogeneous and nonhomogeneous mediums and between dis­
sipative and nondissipative mediums: A homogeneous medium is characterised by 
constitutive dyadics which are independent of the spatial coordinate r . The constitu­
tive dyadics of a nondissipative medium are required to fulfill the following conditions 
[28]
gfc.w) =  £+(r, oj), |(r,w) =  £+(r,w), ^(r,oj) =  ^+(r,w), (1.20)
where + indicates the hermitian conjugate.
Henceforth, we shall be dealing exclusively with frequency-domain electromagnetic 
field vectors and constitutive dyadics. For convenience, we adopt the usual practice of 
suppressing the co dependency in our notation.
1.3 H om ogenisation form alism s
We present in this section the general homogenisation framework and the specific MG, 
Br, IMG and DMG homogenisation formalisms which are utilised in the proceeding 
chapters.
1.3.1 Generalities
Throughout this thesis we concentrate exclusively on two-phase random composite 
mediums. The component phases are designated as a and 6 . All space is partitioned 
into the disjoint regions Va and Vt which contain the phases a and b, respectively. The 
composite structure may be envisaged as arising from a random mixture of phase a 
particulate inclusions in a phase b host medium. The volume fraction of phase a is 
given by / OJ while that of phase b by =  1 — f a.
The component phases themselves are taken to be homogeneous; i.e., constitutive 
dyadics are assumed to be independent of the spatial coordinate r . We consider the 
most general linear case where the component phases are characterised by bianisotropic
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6
constitutive relations, given in the frequency domain as 
C ( r ) = K r F( r ) ,  r 6 V(
wherein the 6 -vector electromagnetic fields
D ( L )
(£ = a,b),
C(r) = and E(r) = E ( t )
Hit)
(1 .2 !)
( 1 .22 )
are specified in terms of the complex-valued dielectric displacement D, electric field E, 
magnetic field H_ and magnetic induction B  phasors introduced in Section 1 .2 ; while 
the complex—valued 6 x 6  constitutive dyadic
K =£ Le
£i ^
(1.23)
comprises the 3x3 permittivity and permeability dyadics e and (j, , respectively, as
— t  — - g
well as the magnetoelectric constitutive dyadics f  and (  . Furthermore, we assume 
the inclusions are randomly distributed as similarly oriented, conformal ellipsoids with 
surfaces parameterised as
R e{0,4>) = v£-R(o,<l>), (1-24)
where R(9 , <j)) is the radial unit vector depending on the spherical polar coordinates 9 
and (j)y is a real-valued symmetric shape dyadic, and 77 is a linear measure.
A mathematical construct of key importance in homogenisation formalisms is the 
singularity of the free-space dyadic Green function, i.e., the depolarisation dyadic 
g .  The depolarisation dyadic associated with a ff-shaped exclusion volume in a 
bianisotropic medium with constitutive dyadics e, f , £ and /x, is given as [29]
D =
where
D XX'
and
'2tt
-D' = {Q 'T.=  AA'
(A, X1 =  e, m). 
q) qq sin 9q d9q d(f>q
with
4?riw J j ,  o J g  0 { / /  • d  • q ) ( g  • f j !  • q )  -  ( q  • £ ' • § ) ( § •  <' • q)
s ' =  d r y  • 1 ■ i r \  ? '=  o r y  • £ • i r \  c' =  a r y • c • u~\
(1.25)
(1.26) 
(1.27)
a ' =  Q Z ) • i i - ur—1 T— ee r  = -£ ' >  r  = - c ' ,—  =me
(1.28)
Parenthetically, we note that depolarisation dyadics associated with cylindrical ex­
clusion volumes in anisotropic mediums have also been developed recently [30]. These 
may be used to develop homogenisation formalisms pertaining to composites consist­
ing of needle- or disk-shaped inclusions; however, this m atter will not be considered 
here.
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1.3.2 Maxwell Garnett formalism
The MG homogenisation formalism has been extensively applied, despite being re­
stricted to dilute composites [1]. In the general case of a bianisotropic composite, in 
which the inclusion and host phases are characterised by the constitutive dyadics Kia 
and , respectively, and the ellipsoidal inclusion geometry is specified by the shape 
dyadic £/, we have [31]
K Ma =  K b + h  &a/b • ( I  -  ™ fa u I/b ■ s “/ l ) ' ,  (1.29)
as the MG estimate of the constitutive dyadic of the HCM. The term
s r /‘ = ( K a - K 4) • +  ( k , - K 6) ] ~ \  (1.30)
in (1.29) is a generalised polarisability dyadic, and (D7^ 6) is the depolarisation 
dyadic associated with an exclusion volume specified by the shape dyadic U (/), in 
the phase b host medium.
1.3.3 Bruggeman formalism
The Br homogenisation formalism has the advantage over the MG formalism in that 
it applies for all volume fractions f a E (0,1) [5]. A characteristic feature of the Br 
formalism is that the inclusion phase and host phase are treated symmetrically. Con­
sequently, when dealing with the Br formalism both the inclusion and host phases may 
be assumed to have particulate topologies and the distinction between the “inclusion” 
and “host” phases is rather artificial (although, for convenience, we will continue to 
refer to phases a and b as the inclusion and host phases, respectively).
For bianisotropic composites, arising from particulate component phases a and b 
of ellipsoidal topology characterised by the shape dyadics U_a and respectively, the 
Br estimate of the HCM constitutive dyadic is obtained by solving the nonlinear 
equation
f«gC/Br + h ^ b/Br = Q. (i.3 i)
The generalised polarisabilities in (1.31) are
OL
Cf/Sr
a/BT =  ( s „ - a Br)  • [ i + ^ n ° * / B r • ( K , - s Br) ]~  , (1.32)
( K 6- S Br) • [l + iu>nub' Br • ( K , - K Br) ] _1, (1.33)
a n d l f “/Br ( S t,‘/Br ) is the depolarisation dyadic of a b[Q-shaped (IZ6_shaped) exclu­
sion volume in the HCM with constitutive dyadic K Sr-
The usual method of dealing with (1.31) is to apply the simple Jacobi technique 
[32], by which an iterative solution is developed as
K J n ]  =  T ( g B,[n -  1]), (n =  1,2, . . . ) ,  (1.34)
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with the initial value K Br[0 ] =  IL Mn &nd the operator T  defined asM G
T(KBr) = {fa K
m b
h
l  + iu)Du'‘IBr ■ ( k  - K  1
_ =  =  V= = a  ^ = B r  J
I  +  ( K t - K ar) ] " 1 }
{ / .  [ l  + ^ U u°IBT- ( K . - K f l r ) ] ' 1 +
'l + u o ^ l * .  ( s t - K Bl.)]_1} \
T
(1.35)
1.3.4 Incremented and differential Maxwell Garnett formalisms
The IMG homogenisation formalism is a recent refinement of the MG formalism in 
which the HCM is built incrementally, by adding the inclusion phase not all at once 
but in a fixed number (N) of stages [8 , 9]. After each increment, the composite is 
homogenised using the MG formalism. Thereby, the IMG formalism cures one of the 
major limitations of the MG formalism, namely the restriction of its applicability to 
modest proportions of inclusion density. We have the iteraction scheme
K [ n + 1] = | [ n ]  +  J a “/" • (l-*w<5E>1/n •&a/n) ~ 1 , (n =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  IV — 1),
(1.36)
where we set 5 =  1 -  f ^ N and |£[0] =  In (1.36), a '1/" is the polarisability dyadic
of a g-shaped inclusion relative to a medium with constitutive dyadic K [n], i.e.,
cxa/n  __ ( 5 0 - E N )  • l + i u j f l n - ( k  - K M ) (1.37)
while ) is the depolarisation dyadic of a spherical ([/-shaped) exclusion
region in the medium with constitutive dyadic K  [n]. The IMG estimate of the HCM 
constitutive dyadic
K iAfG =  K[iV], (1.38)
follows after N  iterations. All numerical IMG results presented in this thesis were 
computed for IV =  5 iterations.
The DMG homogenisation formalism arises from the IMG formalism in the limit 
IV —» oo. That is, the DMG estimate of the HCM constitutive dyadic K DMG is given 
via the ordinary differential equation
d \ 1 ^ - K ( W  =    a
o v —  1  —  V  —
a /v (1.39)
with initial value K(0)  — In (1-39), v is a continuous variable representing the 
inclusion volume fraction and is the polarisability dyadic of a [/-shaped inclusion 
relative to a medium with constitutive dyadic K (l>). The particular solution of (1.39) 
for which v — f a is the DMG estimate; i.e.,
Kdmg = K(/„) (1.40)
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1.3.5 Comparison of homogenisation formalisms
Extensive numerical calculations have revealed that the IMG and DMG estimates of 
HCM constitutive parameters are bounded by the corresponding MG and Br estimates 
and that the IMG values rapidly converge to the DMG values as iV —> oo [9]—[11].
Significant differences between the MG, Br, IMG and DMG estimates of HCM 
constitutive parameters arise when there is strong electromagnetic contrast between 
the component phases. In such cases the most appropriate choice of homogenisation 
formalism depends on the composite microstructure and numerical considerations: 
For a low concentration of ellipsoidal inclusions embedded in a simply connected host 
medium, the basic MG formalism is suitable; at higher inclusion concentrations the 
MG is invalid and the IMG/DMG formalisms are preferable to the Br as their imple­
mentation involves simpler and more robust algorithms. Where the topologies of the 
inclusion and host phases are both envisaged as ellipsoidal, and particularly where the 
composite is expected to show a percolation threshold, the Br formalism is the most 
appropriate.
C hapter 2 
A H om ogenised C hiroplasm a  
C om posite
2.1 Introduction
Cliiroplasmas, along with chiroferrites, are examples of mediums which belong to the 
general class of Faraday chiral mediums. This classification term was introduced in 
1992 by Engheta et al. [12] in an attempt to describe a material combining natural op­
tical activity —  as exhibited by isotropic chiral mediums [33] — with Faraday rotation 
displayed by gyrotropic mediums [28]. Cliiroplasmas and chiroferrites were theoreti­
cally conceived as composite mediums [1 2 ] comprising, respectively, chiral objects ei­
ther immersed in a magnetically-biased plasma or embedded in a magnetically-biased 
ferrite. The frequency-domain constitutive relations of Faraday chiral mediums were 
rigorously developed more recently [34].
In this chapter a detailed numerical investigation of the constitutive parameters of 
a chiroplasma is presented [1 1 ]. In particular, the relationship between the structure 
of the HCM’s constitutive dyadics and the constitutive parameters and topology of the 
constituent mediums is explored. It will be demonstrated that the incorporation non-
spherical component phase topology leads to a generalisation of the HCM structure,
beyond the concept of Faraday chiral mediums. This study complements and extends 
previous numerical studies relating to chiroferrites [35, 9].
2.2 H om ogenisation  prelim inaries
We consider a chiroplasma HCM arising from two component phases: Component 
phase a is taken to be an isotropic chiral medium with
£  =  e0ecB +  i(£„Ai„)1/2 f ci L  (2 .1 )
B =  -* («„ /*„ ) 'F E  + w ' H ,  (2.2)
10
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as its constitutive relations [33], where ec, /ic and £c are the relative permittivity, 
relative permeability and the chirality parameter, respectively. A magnetically-biased 
(cold) plasma described by the constitutive relations [28, 36]
D =  e0 [ ep X — i<?g uz x £ +  (eg — ep) uz uz ] • E  , (2.3)
B = /./,0/ /  H_, (2.4)
where ep, eg, eg are relative permittivity scalars and }ip is the relative permeability 
scalar of the plasma, is selected as component phase b. The cartesian unit vector uz 
is parallel to the quasi-magnetostatic biasing field of the plasma.
Only component phases based on spherical topology are considered in Section 2.3, 
while the influence of non-spherical inclusions is explored in Section 2.4. The MG, 
Br, IMG and DMG homogenisation formalisms are all utilised to estimate the 3x3 
constitutive dyadics of the HCM chiroplasma (e and n ), which
- H C M 1 = H C M  =  H C M  = H C M J 
are related in the general bianisotropic constitutive relations
D = e irn*r 'E  + € ' H > (2’5)—  = H C M  —  ±  H c m  V '
B  = £ * E  +  u mH .  (2 .6 )
- H C M  — H C M  V
2.3 N um erical hom ogenisation stud ies
2.3.1 Constitutive structure of a chiroplasma
Where the component phases are endowed with spherical topology, all four homogeni­
sation formalisms (MG, Br, IMG and DMG) result in a HCM with the 3x3 constitutive 
dyadics
& H C M  =  £o [ I  -  < CM« . x I  +  ( € ' ™  -  c * ™ )  a . S .  ] ,  (2.7)
C c m  = i ^ 1/2 [ S H C M L - <efw s . x l +  ( t“CM -  t HCM) uz uz] , (2.8)
C o m  =  (e“^ )1/2 t t H 0 M  L  ~  x  I  +  H .H .] , (2-9)
= Mo [m"CMI  -  i»?OMuz x £ +  ( t f ™  -  uz uz ] . (2.10)
Thus, the HCM combines gyrotropic anisotropy (through the dyadics and
— f i  C Az
—hcm  ^ ^ t r o p ic - l ik e  bianisotropy (through ^ HCM and C ) [37, 2 2 ]. Fur­
thermore, it is clear that the chiroplasma HCM inherits the nonreciprocal nature of 
the constituent plasma, despite the fact that the magnetoelectric properties of the 
HCM are attributable to the chiral constitutive medium which is reciprocal. A similar 
finding was reported for the chiroferrite composite medium [35]. In view of the de­
velopments in Section 2.4, it should be emphasised, however, that the special form of 
(2.7)-(2.10) applies strictly only if the constituent mediums are visualised as having a 
particulate spherical topology.
We begin our detailed numerical investigations by considering component mediums 
which are intrinsically nondissipative. For the plasma we choose ep =  3, eg =  1,
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ep =  1.5 and fip = 4, whereas the permittivity and permeability of the chiral medium 
are given by ec = 5 and /ic =  1.5, respectively. Figure 2.1(a) shows the behaviour of 
the three non-zero elements of £ ^  ^  for a composite with the volumetric proportion 
of the chiral medium selected as f a =  0.3 while the chirality parameter £c is varied 
from —2 to +2. Figure 2.1(b) assumes the same parameters but for the difference 
that £c is now assigned a fixed value of 1.5 and the variation is with respect to the 
volumetric proportion f a of the chiral constituent in the HCM. Consequently, f a = 0  
corresponds to a HCM which is purely the plasma medium, whereas f a = 1 is an HCM 
that is identical to the chiral medium.
[b]1 . 4
— .. Br
 IMG
 DMG
1 . 2
1
0 . 8
0 . 6
0 . 4
0 . 2
0
0 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1
 MG
 Br
 IMG
 DMG
- 0 . 2 5
- 2 -1 0 1 2
c
Figure 2 .1 : Estimates of constitutive parameters of a composite medium comprising 
a plasma: ep =  3, ep = 1, ep = 1.5, np =  4 and an isotropic chiral medium: ec =  5, 
/.ic = 1.5. Plotted are £HCM ^ £^CM, CM (a) as functions of £c for f a = 0.3 and (b) 
as functions of f a for £c =  1 .5 .
The diagrams show clearly that the magnetoelectric dyadics of the HCM have ac­
quired a gyrotropic structure due to the interaction between the (dielectric) gyrotropy 
of the plasma and the isotropic magnetoelectric property of the chiral medium. Fig­
ure 2.1(a) shows that the HCM magnetoelectric scalar parameters are linearly propor­
tional to the chirality parameter and vanish, as expected, for the value £c =  0 , while 
Figure 2.1(b) reveals that the maximum effect of anisotropy is reached for a volumetric 
proportion f a & 0.5. We note that the graphs in Figure 2 .1 (b) are also consistent with 
those of Figure 7 of [10] in which a chiroplasma was briefly considered as part of a 
review of recent developments in the homogenisation of linear bianisotropic composite 
materials.
Figures for the estimates of the constitutive parameters of c „ „ w and ll are
- H C M  = h c m
not reproduced because (i) they show only little variation with respect to £c and (ii) 
as functions of f a they show approximately linear behaviour between their respective 
values that are required at f a =  0 and f a = 1. The graphs in Figure 2.1 also reveal 
a close agreement between all four homogenisation formalisms: MG, IMG, DMG and 
Br. Indeed, for all computations carried out in the present study a high degree of 
consistency was found between the four formalisms; for clarity, only results from the 
Br and DMG formalisms are displayed in subsequent graphs.
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2.3.2 Influence of dissipation
We consider the influence of dissipation from two perspectives. Firstly, we take a 
nondissipative plasma described by ep = 3, ep =  1, eg =  1.5 and /P — 4 mixed with a 
dissipative chiral medium given by ec =  5(1 +  id), £c — 1.5(1 +  id) and [P =  1.5(1 +  
£6 ). The corresponding real and imaginary components of the magnetoelectric HCM 
constitutive parameters are plotted in Figure 2.2(a) and Figure 2.2(b), respectively, as 
<5 varies in the range 0 < 5 < 1 with f a = 0.3; and the imaginary components of £HCM, 
€uCMi i f CM are plotted as functions of f a for 5 =  0.5 in Figure 2 .2 (c). As might 
be anticipated, the imaginary components of the magnetoelectric HCM constitutive 
parameters are more strongly dependent on 5 than are the real components, and they 
increase approximately linearly as both S and the volumetric proportion of dissipative 
chiral medium increase. The HCM constitutive parameters not displayed in Figure 2.2 
behave in a similar manner to those which are.
[a]0 . 5
0 . 4
0 . 3
  Br
■ - DMG0 . 2
0 . 1
0
0 0 . 2 0 . 60 . 4 0 . 8 1
 Br
 DMG
10 Im{£;
[b]- 0 . 2
0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 60 0 . 8 1
5 8
  Br
• - DMG
- 0 . 6
0 0 . 2 0 . 60 . 4 0 . 8
Figure 2.2: Estimates of constitutive parameters of a HCM comprising a nondissipative 
plasma: ep =  3, ej =  1, evg — 1.5, fp — 4; and a dissipative chiral medium: ec =  
5(1+  £5), £c =  1.5(1+ £5), jP =  1.5(1 +  £5). Plotted are the (a) real and (b) imaginary 
components of £HCMt ( ^ CM, t; fCM as functions of 5 for f a = 0.3; and (c) imaginary 
components of £HCM} £^CM, ^ CM as functions of f a for 5 = 0.5.
Secondly, when the influence of dissipation is viewed from the alternative perspec­
tive in which a nondissipative chiral medium (ec =  5, £c =  1.5, ji° =  1.5) is mixed with 
a dissipative plasma (ep =  3(1 +  i5), ep = 1 +  iS, — 1.5(1 +  id), jP = 4(1 +  £(5)),
an analogous picture to the first emerges. The corresponding imaginary components 
of the magnetoelectric HCM constitutive parameters are plotted as functions of d for
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 Br
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[b]
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Figure 2.3: Estimates of constitutive parameters of a HCM comprising a dissipative 
plasma: ep = 3(1-H<£), eg — l+z4,  ep =  1.5(1-M4), fip =  4 (l+ i5 ); and a nondissipative 
chiral medium: ec =  5, £c =  1.5, ji° =  1.5. Plotted are the imaginary components of 
€HCM, fiuCMi ?ifCM as functions of (a) 8 for f a = 0.3 and of (b) f a for <5 =  0.5.
f a = 0.3, and of f a for 5 =  0.5 in Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b), respectively. As above, the 
imaginary components of eHCM, e^CM, e f CM, as well as the imaginary components of 
all other HCM constitutive parameters not displayed in Figure 2.3, increase in magni­
tude approximately linearly as 8 increases. The real components of the HCM constitu­
tive parameters for the nondissipative chiral medium/dissipative plasma case are prac­
tically indistinguishable from those for the dissipative chiral medium/nondissipative 
plasma case.
2.3.3 Gyrotropy parameter
We next turn our attention to the way in which the plasma parameter ep endows the 
HCM with its gyrotropic nature. We choose constituent medium parameters: ep =  3, 
ej =  1 and jip = 4 ; ec =  5, £c =  1.5 and fi° =  1.5. The computed values for the scalar 
parameters of the dyadics gHCM and f  are plotted as functions of ep for f a = 0 .3  
in Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b), respectively. Clearly, the gyrotropic nature of the HCM is 
absent for ep =  0; as ep increases, the degree of gyrotropy of the HCM (as reflected by 
€^cm and fg CM) increases in an approximately linear fashion, while the diagonal terms 
of gHCM and £ remain approximately unchanged. The corresponding parameters 
of fi HCM behave similarly. The increase in e^CM relative to eHCM as compared with 
the increase in ep relative to ep is displayed in Figure 2.4(c) for f a = 0.25,0.5 and 
0.75. The relative magnitude of e f CM is approximately linearly proportional to the 
relative magnitude of ep and the dependency decreases as the volumetric fraction of 
the non-gyrotropic constituent medium increases.
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Figure 2.4: Estimates of constitutive parameters of a composite medium comprising 
plasma and isotropic chiral mediums: eP =  3, ep = 1, pP =  4; e° = 5, £c =  1.5, jP =  1.5. 
Plotted are (a) eHCM, e^CM, PgCM, and (b) ^HCM; ^ CM, as functions of ep for
f a =  0.3. The relative magnitude of HCM gyrotropic scalar e f CM is plotted against 
the equivalent plasma medium quantity in (c) for f a = 0.25,0.5,0.75.
2.4 B eyond  Faraday chiral m edium s
In Section 2.3, spherical chiral inclusions were assumed for all calculations. We now 
investigate the influence of non-spherical inclusion shapes on the HCM properties. 
With the same basic constituent parameters as before (i.e. ep = 3, ep — 1.5, ep = 1, 
fp = 4 ; ec — 5, £c =  1.5, =  1.5), we now consider the case where the inclusion phase
a consists of spheroidal particles characterised by the shape dyadic
| j A B A  =  0 5  0 ] .  (2.11)
\  0  0 A J
(In the case of the Br formalism, as previously, a spherical geometry is assumed for
the host plasma medium). We find that the HCM constitutive dyadics are no longer
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of the form specified by (2.7)-(2.10), rather they are of the more general form:
0 \
=  H C M  € c
I hcm =  i ( £ ^ ”)1 /2
c =  i { e 0p  o ) 1 /2
= h c m  v
. H C M ,.H C M
1 1 e 1 2
MI C M c H C M
e 1 2 e 2 2
0 0
/  £ H C M
fJL = Ho
=  H C M
\
H C M
H C M
H C M t H C M
H C M
/   p H  C M t H C M  s
II C M
H C M
. . H C MMil
. . H C M
“ M l2
0
. . H C M
M l2
. . H C M
P22
/ 4 CM
(2 .12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
The scalar parameters computed for the dyadics
■ H C M ' 1 i H C M
and a are
  = H C M
plotted as functions of B /A  for f a =  0.3 in Figures 2.5(a)-(c), respectively, and as 
functions of f a for B /A  = 2.5 in Figures 2 .6 (a)-(c), respectively. At the point B /A  — 1 
the spheroidal shape becomes spherical and the HCM constitutive dyadics revert to the
■ -  • -  - DWG
2 . 5
3 . 5  
3
2 . 5  
2
1 . 5
1
0 . 5
...
HCMM-aa
2 . 5
..H C M  ..H C M  
Mai M33
■ Br 
DMG [c]
- 100
0 . 5 1 . 5
B /A
2 . 5
Figure 2.5: Estimates of constitutive parameters of a composite medium comprising 
plasma and isotropic chiral mediums: ep — 3, ep = 1.5, eg =  1, (E = 4; ec =  5, £c =  1.5, 
fic = 1.5; with spheroidal inclusions described by shape dyadic UABA. Plotted are (a)
- H C M  HI  C M  cH C M  MI C M
'11 '22 ? 3 3 '12
.  f u \  t H C M  t H C M  t H C M  t  
> ' T /  S l l  ) S 2 2  ) S 3 3  J V
MI CM
>12 ) £21H C M .  ( n \  . . H C M  . . H C M  VW Mil ) P22 i
fii2° M as functions of B /A  for f a = 0.3.
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form given in (2.7)-(2.10), as is apparent from Figure 2.5. However, as B /A  deviates 
from unity so the HCM becomes more unlike that specified by the dyadics (2.7)- 
(2.10). This deviation from (2.7)-(2.10) is most marked for intermediate volumetric 
proportions of chiral inclusion medium and diminishes as f a tends to unity or zero.
5
B r
DMG
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3
[a ]
2
1
0
0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 60 0 . 8
5
Br
DMG
1
[bj
5
0 .10  4'
5
io4!
i
f.■a
4
3
2 Br
DMG
1
100 ^0
0 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8
fa
Figure 2.6: As for Figure 2.5 but with constitutive parameters plotted as functions of 
f a for B /A  = 2.5.
If the above calculations are repeated using the shape dyadic
j j A A B  _ _
I  A 0 0 \
0  A 0 
V 0 0 B ]
(2.16)
then the HCM constitutive dyadics retain the form of (2.7)-(2.10). The crucial differ­
ence between the two shape dyadics being that for l fAAB the distinguished spheroidal 
axis is aligned along the direction of the quasi-magnetostatic biasing field of the plasma 
whereas for JJ_A B A  it is perpendicular to the biasing field.
It is also clear that an even richer constitutive structure than expressed through 
(2.12)—(2.15) will arise for the HCM if none of the principal axes of the spheroidal in­
clusions coincides with the direction uz any more. The consequence of non-zero entries 
in the 13, 23, 31 and 32 slots of y_ABA and C/AAB in (2.11) and (2.16), respectively, 
will lead to general dyadics in (2.12)—(2.15). While such possibilities provide many 
interesting scenarios, these will not be pursued here.
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2.5 C oncluding remarks
A detailed numerical study of a chiroplasma composite arising from the homogenisation 
of a magnetically-biased plasma and an isotropic chiral medium has been presented. 
Where the component phases are based on spherical topology, the HCM falls into the 
category of Faraday chiral mediums; more general HCM structures develop in the case 
where the inclusion phase is based on non-spherical topology.
We note that both the Faraday chiral medium structure (2.7)-(2.10) and the more 
general HCM structure (2.12)-(2.15) are consistent with the Post constraint (1.19) 
[25j—[27].
The studies of the chiroplasma presented here complement investigations on chiro- 
ferrites in which the plasma is replaced by a magnetically-biased ferrite. Both chiro- 
plasmas and chiroferrites provide promising conceptualisations of novel composites for 
use in a variety of microwave technologies. Homogenisation studies as reported here 
are important stepping stones (i) to a better understanding of how the constitutive 
properties of HCMs depend on constitutive properties and topology of the constituent 
mediums, and (ii) towards the evaluation of the performance of different homogenisa­
tion formalisms themselves.
C hapter 3
B iaxia lity  in H om ogenised  
C om posite M edium s
3.1 Introduction
The notion of biaxiality is well-established in classical optics and crystallography, 
providing as it does the classification for orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic struc­
tures [38, 39], Recent theoretical studies of electromagnetic biaxiality have focussed 
on Green functions1 [40]—[42], depolarisation dyadics [43, 30] and wave propagation 
[44]—[48]. This chapter pertains to the conceptualisation of biaxial composite mediums 
through the process of homogenisation. We consider in detail the relationship between 
biaxiality and the geometry, orientation and composition of the component mediums, 
and explore symmetries in the constitutive dyadics of the biaxial HCMs. Specifically, 
we investigate scenarios where the particulate component phases are themselves non- 
biaxial but collectively they present two noncollinear distinguished axes. The distin­
guished axes of the component phases may arise due to their intrinsic electromagnetic 
properties or from the particulate geometries.
The development of biaxial composites through the homogenisation of assemblies 
of parallel ellipsoidal inclusions is a familiar concept in the purely dielectric regime: A 
brief review of early studies is provided by Ward [5]. Of particular historical interest 
is the analysis of arrays of parallel dielectric ellipsoids by Wiener [49] (reproduced in 
[1]). In the context of purely dielectric biaxial HCMs deriving from metallic ellipsoidal 
constituents, Sherwin et al. [50] recently investigated the percolation phenomenon. 
Further background material on composites with ellipsoidal inclusions may be found 
in [2]. However, a detailed parametric study of the conceptualisation of biaxial HCMs, 
relating both the intrinsic electromagnetic properties and the topological structure 
of the constituents to the HCM form, has not been reported previously. Such an 
investigation is reported in Section 3.3 [13], where we concentrate on relatively simple
1 Obtaining the infinite-medium dyadic Green function of a biaxial dielectric medium remains an 
unsolved problem [24].
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constituent mediums with a high degree of electromagnetic and particulate symmetry. 
Thus, we consider only constituent phases which are, individually, either isotropic or 
uniaxial with respect to permittivity and comprise particles of ellipsoidal, spheroidal 
or spherical shape.
The studies of Section 3.3 are extended in Section 3.4 in two ways [14]: (i) allowance 
for dissipative processes is made in the constitutive properties of the component phases; 
and (ii) fully anisotropic biaxial HCMs are considered by perusing mediums with 
dielectric and magnetic constitutive properties as constituents in the homogenisation 
procedure. Thereby, a generalised anisotropic biaxial structure, for which principal 
axes of real and imaginary parts of the permittivity and permeability constitutive 
dyadics do not coincide, is developed.
The process of generalisation is completed in Section 3.5 where biaxiality in the 
case of fully bianisotropic HCMs is considered [15]. A generalised biaxial bianisotropic 
structure, characterised by 45 real-valued parameters, is presented. Complex sym­
metries are highlighted in the constitutive dyadics of the HCMs which would not be 
anticipated from a familiarity of the dielectric or dielectric-magnetic cases described 
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
In the present investigations the Br homogenisation formalism has been adopted 
since, unlike the MG, IMG and DMG approaches, it permits the particulate shapes of 
the constituent mediums a and 6 to be varied independently. Except where explicitly 
stated otherwise, an inclusion volume fraction f a — 0.3 was used for all calculations.
3.2 C haracterisations of biaxiality
The relative permittivity dyadic of a nondissipative biaxial dielectric medium may be 
represented by [48] (see also [28, 41])
gbi = Pel + <lt(umun +  unum) , (3.1)
where p€ and qe are dimensionless real-valued permittivity scalars. Also, um and un 
represent two real-valued unit vectors which may be described in terms of spherical 
polar coordinates as
uK ~  sin 0K c o s  ux +  sin 0K sin uy +  cos 0K uz , (k =  m, n ) . (3.2)
The advantage of (3.1) over the widely-used diagonal dyadic representation of biaxial 
permittivity (see, for example, [51])
i bi = ClCMx +  evUyuy +  ezuzuz , (3.3)
is that the representation (3.1) affords an immediate crystallographic interpretation: 
the unit vectors um and un give the two privileged directions in which monochromatic 
plane waves propagate with only one permissible group velocity; i.e., um and un lie 
along the directions of the optic ray axes [38, 13].
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In the absence of dissipation (i.e., p€) qe} ex, ey, ez G R) the equivalence of representa­
tions (3.1) and (3.3) may be straightforwardly shown through diagonalisation of (3.1). 
In geometrical terms, the three possible diagonalisations may be achieved by choosing 
the coordinate frame such that um and un lie in one of the three coordinate planes 
with the plane axes bisecting um and un. Therefore, there are three possibilities:
(i) um and %Ln He in the xy plane with (f>m = it ~  <fin = $
gbi =  (Pe ~  2& cos2 ( j ^ u ^  +  (pe +  2qe sin2 4>)uyuy +  p£uzuz ; (3.4)
(ii) um and ILn iie in the Vz  plane with 9m =  7r — 0n = 9
gbi = PeUxux +  (Pe +  2qe sin2 9)uyuy +  (pe -  2qe cos2 9)uzuz ; (3.5)
(iii) um and un lie in the xz  plane with 9m = n — 9n =  9
gbi = {Pe +  2 ge sin2 9)uxux +  peuyuy +  (pe -  2 qe cos2 0)uzuz . (3.6)
A diagonal representation equivalent to (3.1) can thus be established. Note that the 
nondissipative biaxial permittivity is characterised by three real-valued parameters in 
both representations: eX7 ey, ez in (3.3) and p€, qe} (f) or 9 in (3.4)-(3.6), respectively.
The presence of dissipative processes complicates matters. If we consider repre­
sentations (3.1) and (3.3) with pe,q€,€x,€y>£z G C, the diagonal forms (3.4)-(3.6) still 
hold but — in trying to establish a correspondence between the different representa­
tions — solving (3.3) and (3.4)-(3.6) for 9 or (f) leads to 0, <p G C in general. This 
would clearly conflict with our physical interpretation of um and un as real-valued 
unit vectors. This problem can be overcome by extending the representation (3.1) to
I w = Sw+ *Ik > (3 J )
with
IXbi =  +  2LnHm) > (X =  d ) ,  (3.8)
wherein a* and b} are real-valued scalars, and u^  and are real-valued unit vectors 
that can be represented in the standard form (3.2). If we similarly express the complex 
form of (3.3) as
I« = ili + *IL > (3-9)
where i r and e J are real-valued diagonal dyadics, then, as in the non-dissipative case, 
we can identify |j'. with a diagonalised form of e7’ (with real-valued and ug), and 
glM with a diagonalised form of elb. (with real-valued and u jj. As with the complex
diagonal form (3.9), the equivalent permittivity representation (3.7) is specified by six 
real-valued parameters: diagonal forms of £  and e® are each specified by two real 
permittivity scalars («■(', bre and a\,b\, respectively) and one real angle (the half-angle 
between u,rm and y?n and between ulm and it?n, respectively). Observe that, depending
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on the relative magnitudes of the diagonal terms in (3.9), the process of diagonalising 
(3.7) may involve choosing ulm and y?n to lie on a different coordinate plane from that 
of y?m and yln.
Biaxial dielectric mediums described by permittivity dyadics of the form (3.9) be­
long to the orthorhombic class of crystals [52]. In this class the three basis vectors 
defining the primitive unit cell of the Bravais lattice are mutually perpendicular. How­
ever, there are more general classes of biaxial crystal structure: if only two of the basis 
vectors are perpendicular then the structure is called monoclinic, while for triclinic 
structures there are no pairs of perpendicular basis vectors. In the case of dissipative 
monoclinic and triclinic biaxial materials the principal axes of the real and imaginary 
parts of |  do not coincide [7]. Thus, for the most general dissipative biaxial dielec­
tric structure, nine real-valued parameters are required to characterise the material 
permittivity: three scalars for each of the diagonal forms of erbi and e and a further 
three Eulerian angles relating the principal axes of Vbi to those of e lbi. For the general 
case we may write either
(3.10)
or
e 7' 1X 0 0 " e 11X O il CX 2
I k  = 0
e r l
V 0
II C i\ P 1V 0:3
0 0 (y.2 a  3 e 71 2 _
f  e r2^ X A A  " A 2t x 0 0
I m  = f t
er2
V A
=
’ = b i
0 A2 0
.  f t A e r2 z  . 0 0
X2 
z  _
(3.11)
where all dyadic entries in (3.10) and (3.11) are real-valued.
Representations (3.10) and (3.11) are equivalent to representations of the form (3.7) 
for the case where only one of the pairs y[m and or ulm and yln lies in a coordinate 
plane with plane axes bisecting the unit vector pair, and the other unit vector pair lies 
in an arbitrary position. For example, selecting u,  ^ and to lie in a coordinate plane 
with plane axes bisecting y?m and y?n results in the diagonalisation of e7^., while the
and y?n gives rise to a general symmetric form for In thisarbitrary position of u, 
case gb. is specified by nine real parameters: the diagonalised is defined by two scalar 
permittivities along with the half angle between and and e* is specified by two 
scalar permittivities together with the four angles defining the arbitrary positions of 
ylm and yln (i.e., 9 9zn, and Thus we have a representation equivalent to (3.10) 
and specified by the same number of real parameters. An equivalent procedure may 
be applied in the case of representation (3 .1 1 ).
We conclude that (3.7) provides a convenient and physic ally-insightful character­
isation of dissipative biaxial dielectric mediums. The detailed discussion so far was 
limited to dissipative biaxial dielectric mediums and revolved around the structure 
of the relative permittivity dyadic e . Later in this chapter, when we consider biax­
ial anisotropic and bianisotropic mediums, representations analogous to (3.7) shall be 
adopted for the relative permeability and magnetoelectric constitutive dyadics.
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3.3 N ondissipative dielectric properties
(■e = a,b) , (3.12)
We begin our study of biaxial HCMs by considering the simplest case, namely that of 
nondissipative dielectric materials [13]. Thus, in this section we consider only compo­
nent phases characterised by real-valued permittivity dyadics e_a and e . The exclusion 
of dissipative effects constitutes an often-used approximation in parametric homogeni­
sation studies. Furthermore, we restrict the electromagnetic material properties of the 
component phases to be either isotropic or uniaxial. Correspondingly, all host and 
inclusion mediums considered here, can be characterised by permittivity dyadics of 
the form
ef cos2 X g  +  eg sin2 A^  (e| — e g )  sin A* cos Ag 0
e „ =  en (ejf — e g )  sin Ag cos A^  e® sin2 A^  +  eg cos2 A^  0
0 0 eg
where e® and eg are scalar permittivity parameters. The distinguished permittivity 
axis lies in the xy  plane at an angle X g to the x axis. The dyadic (3 .1 2 ) is of general 
uniaxial form; letting the distinguished axis coincide with the x axis (i.e., setting 
A^  — 0), reduces (3.12) to the more commonly used form eg =  diag (ef, eg, eg). Also, 
the isotropic limit is achieved for e| =  eg. Permeability is simply taken as the vacuum 
value / v
Throughout Sections 3.3.1-3.3.2  the, in general, ellipsoidal shapes of the particles 
comprising component phases a and b are characterised by the shape dyadics XJ_ and 
|Zb, respectively, given as
ag cos2 ipg +  fig sin2 ipg (ag — fig) sin ipg cos ipg 0
(£ =  a , 6) , (3.13)fig) sin ipg cos ij)g ag sin2 ^  +  (3g cos2 'ipg 0 
0 0
where ag, fig and 7 g represent the ellipsoid semi-axis lengths. The specialisation fig =  7 g 
leads to a spheroidal shape and in which case we refer to the semi-axis of length ag 
as the spheroid axis; whereas ag — fig — 7 g represents spherical constituent mediums. 
Semi-axes of lengths ag and fig lie in the xy plane with the ag semi-axis at angle ipg 
to the x  axis; the 7 g semi-axis is aligned with the z axis.
In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 we explore two methods of attaining a biaxial HCM in 
which both the host and inclusion mediums are isotropic dielectric. Directional effects 
are introduced by choosing non-spherical shapes for the constituent particles. In 
Section 3.3.3 then we look at a situation where the distinguished axes in the constituent 
mediums do not arise from the shape of the particles themselves but from their intrinsic 
uniaxial permittivity. Finally we investigate two mixed cases in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 
where the two distinguished axes have different sources: one electromagnetic and the 
other topological.
The permittivity dyadics for all HCM structures arising in Sections 3.3.1-3.3.5 have 
the biaxial form
= H C M
= «o [peL +  qc(umun +  unum) ] , (3.14)
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where pe, qe £ R and the unit vectors um and un are given by (3.2) with 0m = 7T—0n = 0 
and (fim — — 0 ? i.e.,
um =  sin 6 cos +  sin 0  sin (f)uy +  cos 0uz , (3.15)
un =  sin 0 cos (pUx +  sin 0 sin (f>uy — cos 0 uz . (3.16)
3.3.1 Isotropic ellipsoidal inclusions/isotropic spherical host
We first consider ellipsoidal inclusions in combination with spherical host particles 
where both host and inclusion mediums are isotropic with respect to permittivity. We
choose
e b =  €b =  1 - 2  , =  0  , cvb =  P b  =  l b  =  1 ,  i>b =  0 ;  f 3  17 )
e* =  ea =  3.5 , Aa = 0  , aa = 2 , /3a = 1, 'ipa = 0 .
Values for the dielectric constitutive parameters, i.e., the scalar, relative permittivity 
constants pe and qe in (3.14) of the resulting HCM along with unit vector angles 0 and 
(f) in (3.15) and (3.16) were computed as the ellipsoid eccentricity increased along the 
z axis: 7 a ranged from 0.5 to 1. These results are plotted in Figure 3.1(a). With the 
exception of the polar angle 0, the HCM parameters show very little variation with ya, 
indeed, no variation at all in the case of 0; 0 —> it / 2 and the HCM becomes uniaxial 
as 7 a —> 1 (i.e., as the ellipsoidal inclusions become spheroidal). In this particular case 
the dependency on inclusion volume fraction f a was also investigated: for 7 a =  0 .5 , 
the HCM constitutive parameters were calculated as a function of f a over the range 0 
to 1 and the results displayed in Figure 3.1(b). The scalar ea shows an almost linear 
increase with f a whereas e5 vanishes as f a tends to 0  and 1 , respectively, and reaches 
it maximum value for f a % 0.55. The orientations of um and un are little influenced 
by f a: as f a increases, 0 increases only slightly and (f) remains constant.
1 . 7 5  
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1 . 2 5  
1 . 0  
0 . 7 5  
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Y,
Figure 3.1: Isotropic ellipsoidal inclusions with isotropic spherical host. Relative per­
mittivity scalars pe and qe (left scale) and angles 0 and (f) (in degrees, right scale) of 
the HCM plotted against (a) inclusion ellipsoid semi-axis 7 „ and (b) inclusion volume 
fraction f a.
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3.3.2 Isotropic spheroidal inclusions/isotropic spheroidal host
We now look at the homogenisation of isotropic dielectric mediums where both the 
host and inclusion phase particles are chosen to be spheroidal. The spheroid axis of 
the inclusion particles is set at an angle ij)a in the xy  plane to that of the host medium 
particles. Specifically, the parameters are
ej =  eb ~  1.2, Xb =  0 , a b = 2, fib =  j b ~  1 , ipb = Q\ 
e* =  eG =  3.5 , Aa =  0  , a a = 2 , j3a = ya =  1 .
(3.18)
Estimates of HCM parameters pe, q€i 9 and </> were computed as ipa ranged from 0 to tt 
radians and the results are plotted in Figure 3.2, The plane in which um and un lie, as 
given by <fi, rotates about the z  axis as i})a increases, whereas the angle between and 
unl as given by 2(6 — 7t / 2 ), increases to a maximum at ipa = tt/2  and falls to 0 as 'ifja 
tends to 0  and ir. At ipa — 0 , 7r, the spheroid axes of the host and inclusion mediums 
are parallel and anti-parallel, respectively; therefore the constituent mediums together 
present only one distinguished axis and the resulting HCM is accordingly uniaxial. The 
scalars pe and qe are not greatly influenced by ij)a.
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Figure 3 .2 : Isotropic spheroidal inclusions with isotropic spheroidal host. Relative 
permittivity scalars pe and qe (left scale) and angles 9 and $ (in degrees, right scale) 
of the HCM plotted against inclusion spheroid axis angle ij)a.
3.3.3 Uniaxial spherical inclusions/uniaxial spherical host
We now turn our attention to the case where both host and inclusion phases comprise 
spherical particles of uniaxial permittivity. The angle Aa was varied from 0 to it  radians 
and the corresponding parameters of <kHCM, based on the input quantities
4; =  3, eb =  1 , Xb -  0 , a b = =  7 *, =  1, ipb =  0 ;
=  3  > ea =  1 , OLa =  (3a “  7 a  =  1 , =  0  ,
(3.19)
are displayed in Figure 3.3. The scalar permittivity parameters p€ and qe are consider­
ably more orientationally dependent than they were in Section 3.3.2. As Aa —> 0, ir, we 
see that 6 —^ 7t / 2  and the scalars pe —^ 1 and qe —> 1 and thus the HCM permittivity
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dyadic acquires the uniaxial form. Unlike the situation in which the distinguished 
axes arise from the shape of the constituent particles, the orientation of the plane 
containing um and un does not follow the angle of the distinguished permittivity axis 
Aa, rather it oscillates about the x  axis.
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Figure 3.3: As for Figure 3.2 but for uniaxial spherical inclusions with uniaxial spher­
ical host. Constitutive parameters of the HCM plotted against inclusion permittivity 
axis angle Aa.
3.3.4 Isotropic spheroidal inclusions/uniaxial spherical host
Here we homogenise spheroidal inclusions with a host medium comprising spherical 
particles where the inclusion and host phases are taken to be isotropic and uniaxial, 
respectively, with respect to permittivity:
eb = 3  , eb =  1 , A6 =  0 , ab = (3b = 7 6 =  1 , iph = 0 ;
Ca = ea = 3.5 , Aa =  0 , o a — 2  , /3a = ya =  1 .
As before, the HCM constitutive parameters were computed as a function of the angle 
'ipa between the distinguished axes directions in the xy  plane; the results are presented 
in Figure 3.4. All four HCM parameters display a similar pattern of behaviour with 
respect to orientation angle ij)a as they did in Figure 3.3; the most notable difference 
being that the degree of sensitivity on orientation angle is rather less in the present 
case.
3.3.5 Uniaxial spheroidal inclusions/isotropic spherical host
Finally we consider the alternative mixed case where we have the inclusions solely 
responsible for directional effects: uniaxial spheroidal inclusions homogenised with an 
isotropic host medium of spherical particulate topology with chosen values as
e b “  e b =  1-2 , X b  =  0 , a b =  P b  =  l b  =  1, =  0 ; . 2 2 )
e xa  -  3 , ea =  1 , Aa =  0 , a a =  2 ,  (3a =  ya =  1.
In Figure 3.5 the corresponding HCM constitutive parameters are plotted as a function 
of angle ipa, the angle between the two distinguished inclusion axes in the xy  plane.
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Figure 3.4: As for Figure 3.2 but for isotropic spheroidal inclusions with uniaxial 
spherical host. Constitutive parameters of the HCM plotted against inclusion spheroid 
axis angle ipa.
As for Section 3.3.4, the plane containing the unit vectors um and un does not follow 
the rotation of the distinguished axes, instead it oscillates about the x axis; however, 
here it oscillates in the reverse sense. As with all previous results, uniaxiality results 
when the two distinguished axes in the component mediums become collinear (i.e., for 
'Ipa = 0, 7r).
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Figure 3.5: As for Figure 3.2 but for uniaxial spheroidal inclusions with isotropic 
spherical host. Constitutive parameters of the HCM plotted against inclusion spheroid 
axis angle ipa.
3.4 D issipative anisotropic properties
We now broaden our investigation of biaxial HCMs, firstly by introducing the effects of 
dissipation in Section 3.4.1, and secondly by considering dielectric-magnetic mediums 
in Section 3.4.2 [14]. For all calculations presented in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, the 
HCM constitutive dyadics are found to have a biaxial form and we adopt the following
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generalisation of representation (3.7), (3.8) for their characterisation
— H C M  =  6 ° { £ £  +  9 ' f e m X e  +  «L “me) +  * [ p \ L  +  +  < e“ D ]  }  . (3-22)
— H C M  (—m /i—7i//. UnfA-mi i )  ® ( — vi//. -—nii—m j i ) ]  j ) (3.23)
where and gJJ are real-valued scalars and we describe the real-valued unit vectors 
in terms of spherical polar coordinates
u*c =  sin &*c cos </>*, ux +  sin 0  sin (j)*c uy +  cos 6*c uz ,
(x =  K =  m, n ; c = e, /i). (3.24)
The biaxiality of the HCM arises from the fact that the constituent mediums collec­
tively possess two noncollinear distinguished axes. These axes originate from either 
the particulate topologies of the component mediums or from uniaxiality in their elec­
tromagnetic constitutive properties. With one exception, in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 
we consider only constituent mediums with distinguished axes lying in the xy  plane. 
As a consequence, our calculations reveal that the HCM unit vector pairs n* c and 
u*c always lie in planes perpendicular to the xy plane with the xy  plane bisecting the 
angle between y^lc and u*c. Therefore, we have the following identities
t  =  ?r- 0 ic  =  0?) 0me =  4%C = (x =  M ; C =  6 , fi). (3.25)
The one exception occurs when we consider ellipsoidal inclusions of varying eccentric­
ity; in this case one distinguished axis can lie along the z axis and we shall treat this 
as a special case in Section 3.4.1 A.
All graphs displayed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are presented with reference to the 
key given in Table 3.1.
X"
xi
XjL
Table 3.1: Key for Figures 3.6-3.14. X  = 9, A p or q.
3.4.1 Dissipative biaxial dielectric
A. Isotropic ellipsoidal inclusions/isotropic spherical host
We begin by considering the homogenisation of a nondissipative isotropic host medium 
of permittivity e = 1 .2 e0I  and spherical topology with a dissipative isotropic inclusion
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medium of permittivity |  =  (3 +  3i)e0I_ and ellipsoidal geometry characterised by the 
shape dyadic U.a — diag(2, l , 7 a). The HCM permittivity fLHCM was calculated as 
the ellipsoid eccentricity varied along the z axis. For this particular example (and no 
others) the identities (3.25) do not hold; instead here we take { ft =  f t  and <ft€ =  f t  
and plot these angles as a function of 7  in Figure 3.6. Three distinct regions are 
evident. For < 1, we have f t e =  tt -  f t  and f t e =  f t  =  0, (x =  f t ) ;  i.e., 
the unit vector pairs u f t ne and Mme,rae both lie in the xz  plane with the plane axes 
bisecting both 6f t jne and { ft)Tle- As j a enters the region 1 < < 2, the unit vector
pairs and wj„6|ne come to lie in the xy plane and we have { ft =  f t  — 7r/ 2
and f t e =  —f t ,  (x =  f t ) -  Finally for > 2, all occupy the yz  plane and
<ft =  7r — f t  and f t e =  —f t  =  —7t / 2 , (x =  f t ) .  At points where the inclusion 
shape becomes spheroidal (i.e., ya =  1 , 2 ), the unit vectors all lie on a common
axis and the HCM becomes uniaxial. The scalar permittivity parameters f t  and qrt '% 
exhibit only a rather weak dependency on ellipsoid eccentricity and are not displayed. 
Since, for all values of 7 a, both the unit vector pair f t ]Tl£ and the pair n6 lie in a 
coordinate plane with the plane axes bisecting the angles between both pairs, we find 
that gHCM is diagonal and hence the HCM belongs to the biaxial orthorhombic class. 
This reflects the fact that in this case biaxiality arises from a geometrical structure 
based on three mutually perpendicular principal axes, namely the inclusion ellipsoid.
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Figure 3.6: Dissipative ellipsoidal inclusion medium with nondissipative spherical host 
medium (both mediums isotropic dielectric). HCM unit vector angles f t  and f t  
plotted against inclusion ellipsoid semi-axis 7 tt. (Key: X  = 9, <fi in Table 3.1).
B. Isotropic spheroidal inclusions/isotropic spheroidal host
Next we consider a second example where both the inclusion and host mediums are 
isotropic dielectric but in this instance each component medium presents one distin­
guished axis. We choose a host medium of permittivity e& =  1.2e0J and of spheroidal 
topology characterised by U_b =  diag(2 , 1,1), and homogenise with inclusions of dissi­
pative permittivity g = (3+3z)e0J  and of the same shape as the host medium particles
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but with principal spheroid axis rotated by ipa in the xy  plane, i.e.,
2 COS2 Ipa + sill2 Xpa sin Ipa COS 1pa 0 
U_a =  sin ipa cos ipa 2 sin2 ipa -I- cos2 ipa 0 . (3.26)
0  0  1 _
The defining angles Op1 and <pp' for the HCM unit vectors upff are plotted as functions 
of the spheroid axis angle ipa in Figure 3.7. The HCM scalar permittivities ppi and 
qpl vary little with ipa and are not displayed. The variation of 0r( and <pre (and ar( 
and brf ) with ipa is similar to that found for the non-dissipative dielectric case in 
Section 3.3.2, and the quantities arising from dissipative processes (9], (p\, a\ and b\) 
behave in an analogous manner. At the endpoints \pa = 0 , 7r, the unit vectors up^ en( 
all lie on a common line (the x axis) and the HCM has a uniaxial structure. At 
the midpoint ipa =  7r/2, we have <ppl = 7t / 2  and therefore t HCM has a diagonal 
form and the HCM is orthorhombic biaxial. In keeping with the previous example 
of ellipsoidal inclusions in Section 3.4.1, the orthorhombic case arises in this instance 
when the distinguished axes of the constituent mediums are orthogonal. Aside from 
these special cases, we observe 0* ±  9\ ^  (pre ^  (p\ and the biaxial HCM is of the 
monoclinic/triclinic type, in spite of the fact that the chosen values were such that 
Ree = line (where e = R e e  T z lm e , and Ree , line are real-valued).— a —a —a — a —a —a —a '
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Figure 3.7: Dissipative spheroidal inclusion medium with nondissipative spheroidal 
host medium (both mediums isotropic dielectric). HCM unit vector angles 9rpl and (prpl 
plotted against inclusion spheroid orientation angle ipa. (Key: X  — 0, (j> in Table 3 .1 ).
Greater differences between 9re and 0*, and between (pre and (p\ , than those displayed 
in Figure 3.7 can be achieved by choosing R eeQ ^  ^m ^a- expl°re this matter 
further by repeating the homogenisation of Figure 3.7 but with an allowance made for 
dissipation in the host medium by taking eh = 1.2(1 +i6)e0L  For a spheroid inclusion 
angle of \l>a = 70°, the HCM unit vector angles 6r()l and <pre'1 and scalar permittivities 
a]A and Pp1 are plotted against 6 in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. The point of 
interest occurs at 6 =  1 and we find,
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Figure 3.8: As for Figure 3.8 but with dissipative host medium. HCM unit vector 
angles 0r/  and (ffp1 plotted against degree of host medium dissipation 5. (Key: X  = 0, </> 
in Table 3.1).
where p is a proportionality constant. At 5 =  1 the HCM is orthorhombic biaxial 
(since 0 7e =  despite the distinguished axes of the constituent medium spheroids 
not being perpendicular. Furthermore, the structure at this point is a highly specialised 
form of orthorhombic for which gHCM is specified by only four real-valued parameters 
(#’’, <j>re, pre and <£), although the HCM is both biaxial and dissipative.
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Figure 3.9: As for Figure 3.8 but with dissipative host medium. HCM scalar per­
mittivities pi'1 and qrpl plotted against degree of host medium dissipation <5. (Key: 
X  =  p, q in Table 3.1).
3.4.2 Dissipative biaxial dielectric—magnetic
We now extend our investigations to the case of dielectric-magnetic materials. Unlike 
the previous two examples in Section 3.4.1, here we consider constituents in which 
the distinguished axes have an electromagnetic, rather than topological, origin. We 
explore the homogenisation of a nondissipative uniaxial host medium with constitutive 
dyadics e =  e0 diag(3,1,1), p = /i0 diag(3,1,1), and a dissipative inclusion medium— W — If
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specified by
3(1 +  i) cos2 Aa +  (1 +  i) sin2 Aa 2(1 +  i) sin Aa cos Aa
2 ( 1  +  i) sin Xa cos Aa 3(1 +  i) sin2 Aa +  (1  +  i) cos2 Aa
0 0
0
0
1 +  %
(3.28)
and
3(2 +  %) cos2 Aa +  (2 +  i) sin2 Aa 2(2 +  i) sin Aa cos Aa
E — Eq 2(2 -hi) sinAa cos Aa 3(2 +  i) sin2 Aa +  (2  +  i) cos2 Aa
0 0
0
0
2 +  2
(3.29)
where both host and inclusion mediums have a spherical topology. Notice that the 
distinguished axes for the inclusion permittivity and permeability dyadics are par­
allel and lie at angle Aa in the xy  plane to the distinguished axes of the corre­
sponding host medium, which are also parallel. Plotted in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 
as functions of Aa are, respectively, the defining angles for the unit vector pairs 
and the corresponding permittivity (prp% and q]A) and permeability (pj* 
and qfi*) scalars. The general trends displayed by the graphed quantities with re­
spect to Aa are the same as those found in the analogous nondissipative case in Sec­
tion 3.3.3. A uniaxial dielectric-magnetic HCM results when the distinguished axes 
of the constituent mediums are aligned (i.e., Aa =  0 , 7r). At the point Aft =  7r / 2 , 
the unit vectors pairs all He in the xz  plane with the plane axes bi-
secting the vector pairs aL > «4; and thus the HCM
structure is orthorhombic biaxial with respect to both permittivity and permeabil­
ity. With the exception of the special cases Xa =  0, 7r/ 2  and 7r, all eight angles 
and r/AJ and all eight scalars p1^  and qrt j^L have distinct values and the biaxial 
HCM is of the monoclinic/triclinic type as regards both |  and e  . This most
general biaxial dielectric-magnetic structure arises notwithstanding the numerical val­
ues of the constitutive dyadics of the component mediums being closely related; i.e., 
( l/e 0)Ree =  ( l/e 0)Ime =  ( l/ / /0)Im /2 =  ( l / 2 /20)He e  for all values of AG, and—a —® —a ~a
( l/e 0)Ree =  (l//^0)Im /2 =  ( l/e 0)e at Aa =  0 and 7r. We note, in particular, that
— a  — n. — °
the inequalities 0\A ^  and (j>rpl ^  are not attributable to the presence of dis­
sipation. On repeating these computations for the analogous nondissipative case, the 
distinctions between permittivity and permeability angles remain (i.e., 0r£ ^  6r and 
(pre ^  4^) . In fact, further calculations (not presented here) reveal that the HCM unit 
vector angles 9 ^  and are largely independent of the degree of inclusion dissipation 
provided the host medium is nondissipative.
If both the inclusion and host mediums are taken to be dissipative then, depending 
on the ratios of real and imaginary parts of their constitutive dyadics, symmetries can 
arise in gHCM and P.HCM' ^  illustrate this point we repeat the homogenisations of 
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 but here with a more general host medium characterised by 
e =  e0 diag(3 +  3z<5,1 +  iS, 1 +  i8), e  — Eo diag(3 +  3z<5,1 +  iS, 1 +  iS) and with a fixed
—  ~ b
— H C M
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angle for the inclusion distinguished axis of Aa — 50°. The angles and scalars pr* 
are plotted against 8 in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 respectively. (The equivalent graphs 
for (/>*’* and q ^  show analogous behaviour to Figures 3.12 and 3.13, respectively, and 
are not displayed). The salient features of these two figures (and the corresponding 
graphs for ^  and qpjc which are not displayed) may be summarised by
( l/e 0) R e |ft “  p (l/e 0) I m |fcJ ( l/e 0) R e |a =  p (l/e 0) I m |a
= <K = 4>l, P e  =  P\ , €  =  (ll , (3-30)
and
( l /p 0)R e p & = <r(l/p0) Im p & , ( l /p 0)R e p  =  a ( l /p 0)Im p
= *  «£ =  «{.. ^  =  " (3-31)
where p and a are proportionality scalars. In an analogous manner to the case of 
spheroidal inclusions/spheroidal host medium presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the 
biaxial HCM structure becomes orthorhombic with respect to permittivity when ratios 
of real and imaginary parts of gb and g are equal. Furthermore, it is an especially 
symmetric form of biaxiality involving equalities between the scalar permittivities pr/  
and qTp%, An orthorhombic state with respect to permeability occurs when ratios of 
real and imaginary parts of p and p are equal; however, at this point pr p\ and
—  b . = a
ql ^  q\. The graphs of pj and p\ do intersect but not at 8 = 0.5 and not at the point 
where and q\ intersect. (Presumably, the reason why the permittivity scalars prpl 
and cfp1 are equal at 8 = 1 but the permeability scalars pr^  and are not equal at 
8 =  0.5 is that at 8 =  1, g and e& have the same ‘magnitude’ — in the sense that the 
dyadic |  may be transformed into eb by rotating basis vectors by 50° in the xy  plane 
— whereas at 8 =  0.5, p and p do not have the same ‘magnitude’).
— a — b
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Figure 3.10: Dissipative inclusion medium with nondissipative host medium (both 
mediums uniaxial dielectric-magnetic). HCM unit vector angles and (/>*'* plotted 
against inclusion distinguished axis orientation angle Xa. (Key: X  =  0, </> in Table 
3.1).
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Figure 3.11: Dissipative inclusion medium with nondissipative host medium (both 
mediums uniaxial dielectric-magnetic). HCM scalar permittivities pr/  and qr/  and 
permeabilities pj;* and plotted against inclusion distinguished axis orientation angle 
Aa. (Key: X  = p, q in Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.12: As for Figures 3.10 and 3.11 but with dissipative host medium. HCM 
unit vector polar angles 0 ^  plotted against degree of host medium dissipation 5. (Key: 
X  =  6 in Table 3.1).
Another type of symmetry in the constitutive dyadics e TT„ X, and li results
- H C M  =  H C M
when is a scalar multiple of p , and eb is the same scalar multiple of p  , regardless 
of the ratios of their real and imaginary components. We consider an extension to the 
uniaxial inclusion/uniaxial host medium homogenisation of Figures 3.10 and 3.11 in 
which e is defined by (3.28) with Aa =  50° and here we take ( l /p 0)p =  (2/e0)e , and
a ~ a ~ a
a host medium given by g = e0 diag(3 + 1.5z, 1 +  0.5z, 1 +  0.5z) and ( l / p 0)p =  (r]/e0)e .
• — * 6 
The variation of unit vector angles with increasing p is displayed in Figure 3.14.
An equivalent figure (not shown) can be constructed for unit vector angles <j>T£  with
the graphs of (f)re and 0 ^, and of 0 * and 0 Jt, intersecting at the same 77 value as in
Figure 3.14. The graphs indicate that
( l / eo) =  p { l / p 0 ) p ,  U A o k  =  p ( l / p 0 ) p~ u — 0 ~ u =  a
=> 0 'l #  =  0 ; ,  #  =  < +  (3 .3 2 )
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where p is a proportionality constant. Observe that, despite the symmetries in e 
and a , the HCM is not of the orthorhombic biaxial type at rt =  2 since 61 „ A
. ~ H C M  J  r  1 \ €>1* ^
No analogous results hold for the HCM scalar permittivities pr/  and q7p \  and 
permeabilities and qjf.
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Figure 3.13: As for Figures 3.10 and 3.11 but with dissipative host medium. HCM 
scalar permittivities and permeabilities plotted against degree of host medium 
dissipation 6. (Key: X  =  p in Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.14: Dissipative inclusion medium with dissipative host medium (both medi­
ums uniaxial dielectric-magnetic). HCM unit vector polar angles 6re j  plotted against 
ratio of host medium permeability to host medium permittivity 77. (Key: X  = 9 in 
Table 3.1).
3.5 B ianisotropic properties
Finally, in this section we explore in detail the conceptualisation of biaxial bianisotropic 
mediums through the process of homogenisation [15]. Biaxial bianisotropy is found to 
arise when (i) the component mediums undergoing homogenisation present two non- 
collinear distinguished axes and (ii) the most basic form of magnetoelectric coupling 
in the form of isotropic chirality is present in at least one of the component medi­
ums. Two possible sources of directionality in the component mediums are considered:
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topological and electromagnetic. Illustrative examples of these are investigated by con­
sidering the homogenisation of particulate components with non-spherical topologies 
and isotropic electromagnetic properties in Section 3.5.1, and uniaxial bianisotropic 
electromagnetic properties and spherical topologies in Section 3.5.2.
For all calculations presented in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, HCMs arise with consti­
tutive dyadics (namely, e ^ , . ,  { , C and a , related through the consti-
. ^zH C M  —H C M  =  H C M
tutive equations (2.5) and (2.6)) of a biaxial bianisotropic form. We make use of a 
generalisation of representation (3.7), (3.8) for their characterisation
—hcm =  e» ( t i l + +  i [pIL +  +  j 4 s 4 J ]  } > (3-33)
I hcm =  H i  + +  * [P{I +  +  HnS?4{)] } .
(3.34)
i f f C M  =  i ^ r ° +  +  “ n c ^ m c )  +  * [P c L  +  ? f  }  .
(3.35)
=  H C M  ^ 4 —'mil—nil 4 “ — m/ i )  j  }  >
(3.36)
where and are real-valued scalars and we describe the real-valued unit
vectors in terms of spherical polar coordinates as
ulr =  sill 0*. cos 0*. ux +  sin 0*. sin <gr uy +  cos 9*r uz ,
(X = rt i\ K = m ,n; T =  e,f,C,A0- (3-37)
Observe that a total of 45 real-valued parameters are required to specify the general 
biaxial bianisotropic structure given by (3.33)—(3.36); i.e, 12 for each independent 
constitutive dyadic (2 each for p$ and q.} and 4 each for 0£r and 4>iT where x  ~
r, i\ /c =  m, ra; r  =  e, £, £, aO less by 3 through the choice of coordinate frame.
The (non-isotropic) magnetoelectric coupling in the HCM is caused by the pres­
ence of (at least isotropic) magnetoelectric coupling in the constitutive relations of one 
of the constituent mediums. The HCM biaxiality, on the other hand, arises from the 
fact that the constituent mediums collectively possess two noncollinear distinguished 
axes. These axes originate from either the particulate topologies of the component 
mediums or from uniaxiality in their electromagnetic constitutive properties. In Sec­
tions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, our choice of coordinate system is such that we consider only 
constituent mediums with distinguished axes lying in the xy  plane. As a consequence, 
our calculations reveal that the HCM unit vector pairs y^lT and u*r always lie in planes 
perpendicular to the xy  plane with the xy  plane bisecting the angle between u ^ T and 
uJT. Therefore, we have the following identities
t  =  =  ^  <£mr =  $St =  $T > (x =  M ; ^ =  e>£>C,^)- (3.38)
Furthermore, an immediate simplification follows due to the fact that all component 
mediums we consider are reciprocal. Consequently, the computed HCM constitutive
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dyadics are likewise reciprocal and results for the magnetoelectric dyadic C need
=  H C M
not be explicitly presented since £ =  — £ . This last equality also guarantees
- H C M  - h c m
that the Post constraint (1.19) [25]—[27], a structural constraint that needs to be 
fulfilled by all linear bianisotropic materials, is explicitly satisfied in all considered 
cases. We further remark that the condition of reciprocity reduces the number of 
real-valued parameters required to specify the biaxial structure given by (3.33)-(3.36) 
to 33.
All graphs in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 are presented with reference to the key given 
in Table 3.2.
A
A
XJ
A
Table 3.2: Key for Figures 3.15-3.18. A' =  0, 0, p or q.
3.5.1 Isotropic ellipsoidal inclusions/isotropic spherical host
Consider ellipsoidal chiral inclusions characterised by the constitutive dyadics
K  = 3 (X +  /x =  2(1 +  i) /i07 ,
, “  x = a "  3.39)
£ =  -C  =  {i + i)iy/TnGl,— a = a  —
their shape being specified by the dyadic U_ = diag(2,1,0.5). Our first numerical
study concerns the homogenisation of such a medium with a dielectric-magnetic host 
medium specified by constitutive dyadics
e =  1.8(1 +  i5) e0Z, H =  1.4(1 + iS) //0/ , (3.40)
0 = b  —
based on spherical topology. Notice that both component mediums are dissipative, 
as is apparent from the presence of imaginary components in (3.39) and (3.40). The 
parameter 5 specifies the amount of dissipation in the dielectric-magnetic component .
Applying the Br homogenisation formalism, our calculations show that ^  =  0 
(regardless of the value of dissipation parameter <5); hence, the resulting HCM is or­
thorhombic biaxial with respect to all four constitutive dyadics e ,/x , £
J  = h c m  ' ^ H C M ’ ^ h c m
and C • Clearly, the orthorhombic state reflects the fact that biaxiality arises in 
this particular instance from a geometrical structure based on three mutually perpen­
dicular principal axes, namely those of the inclusion ellipsoid. In general, however,
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Figure 3.15: Chiral ellipsoidal inclusions homogenised with isotropic dielectric-
magnetic spherical host medium. HCM (a) unit vector polar angles (degrees), and 
parameters (b) and (c) plotted against dissipation parameter
(5. (Key in Table 3.2: X  =  9 for (a), X  =  p for (b), X  = q for (c)).
the six unit vector angles 0re'1^  are all different as may be observed in Figure 3.15(a) 
where these polar angles are plotted as functions of the host parameter <5; the HCM 
parameters pre'^4l and are likewise plotted against S in Figures 3.15(b) and 3.15(c) 
respectively. In light of observations reported for dielectric-magnetic HCMs in Sec­
tion 3.4, it might be anticipated that the HCM constitutive dyadics exhibit a high 
degree of symmetry at the point (5 =  1 where ratios of real and imaginary parts of 
all constitutive dyadics of the component mediums become equal. This is indeed the 
case for the bianisotropic HCM of Figure 3.15; the observed behaviour in the vicinity 
of S =  1 may be summarised as
( l/e 0)R ee =  ( l/e 0)Im e , (1 / p0) Re n =  ( l / / i0)Im/x = >
— b = 6
erT =  e lT , pre = p l , p\ =  - p \  pr^ =  p\l , ( t  =  p =  a,b), (3.41)
where r . = R e r , -I- i I m r L and R er , Im r, are real-valued (r =  e, a). Notice that— o — b =  b = b  — b v '
close inspection of Figure 3.15(a) reveals 9r('1 ^  6r^ 1 ^  6r* at the point (5=1.
We briefly mention two further points without presenting graphical results. Firstly, 
further calculations demonstrate that an equally general biaxial bianisotropic HCM 
structure arises when the host medium in the homogenisation of Figure 3.15 is replaced 
with one which is nondissipative and non-magnetic, and indeed even when the host
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medium is free space (i.e., vacuum). Secondly, a general monoclinic/triclinic biaxial 
bianisotropic HCM structure (i.e., one for which 0*t p* and q* ( x  — r ,  i ;  t  =
e, /z) all have distinct values) results when the homogenisation corresponding to that 
of Figure 3.15 is carried out for spheroidal chiral inclusions and an isotropic host 
medium of spheroidal topology. This general structure degenerates to the orthorhom­
bic biaxial or uniaxial form when the orientation of inclusion spheroids is perpendicular 
or parallel, respectively, to that of the host medium spheroids. We further remark that 
analogous results arise when the topologies of the inclusion and host mediums are in­
terchanged.
3.5.2 Uniaxial spherical inclusions/uniaxial spherical host
We turn our attention now to the homogenisation of dissipative uniaxial bianisotropic 
mediums based on spherical topologies. We choose an inclusion medium given by
£ — 2e0M ■> £ — C — V^oA^oU i P — 1-5/Xq U  > (3.42)u, —  u, n — n u* —  n —— u.
where
Y  = ( l + t )=  a v '
and a host medium given by
2 cos2 Aa +  1 2 sin Aa cos Aa 0
2 sin Aa cos Aa 2 sin2 Aa +  1 0
0 0 1
(3.43)
=  =  (“ i /V w D f , .  =  ( l / V ^ K ,  =  (1 + *5)d iag(3 ,1,1).
(3.44)
The angle Aa represents the angle by which the distinguished axes of the inclusion 
medium are rotated in the xy  plane with respect to the host medium distinguished 
axes (the distinguished axes of each constitutive dyadic all being parallel for both 
component mediums). For the dissipation parameter 5 =  2.5, the corresponding HCM 
polar and azimuthal unit vector angles and 41%  ^ and parameters pre^  and 
are displayed as functions of Aa in Figure 3.16(a)-(d) respectively. When the distin­
guished axes of the uniaxial component mediums are aligned parallel or anti-parallel 
(i.e., Att =  0 or 7r), then we have =  0 an(  ^ HCM acquires a uni­
axial bianisotropic form. Also, when the distinguished axis of the host medium is 
perpendicular to that of the inclusion medium (i.e., Xa =  7t/2), we see that 4 ^ ^  =  0 
and a biaxial bianisotropic HCM structure which is orthorhombic with respect to all 
four of its constitutive dyadics emerges. In general, however, the computed biaxial 
HCM structure represented in Figure 3.16 is of the generalised monoclinic/triclinic 
type with angles 0’’^  and 41%^ and scalars and all taking distinct values. 
This most general biaxial form arises in spite of the high degree of symmetry which is 
present between the various constitutive dyadics of the component mediums specified 
in (3.42).
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Figure 3.16: Uniaxial bianisotropic spherical inclusions homogenised with uniaxial 
bianisotropic spherical host medium. HCM unit vector (a) polar angles 6rf (degrees) 
and (b) azimuthal angles (degrees), and parameters (c) pre^  and (d) qre^ plotted 
against inclusion orientation angle Aa. (Key in Table 3.2: X  = 0 for (a), X  = <j> for 
(b), X  = p for (c), X  = q for (d)).
It was earlier reported in Section 3.4 for biaxial dielectric-magnetic HCMs aris­
ing from uniaxial components that an orthorhombic HCM structure results when the 
ratios of the real and imaginary components of the host and inclusion medium con­
stitutive dyadics are equal, despite the distinguished axes of the constituents being 
non-perpendicular. We investigate the generalisation of this result to bianisotropic 
HCMs by repeating the homogenisation of Figure 3.16 with the orientation angle Aa 
fixed at 50° and allowing the dissipation parameter 5 to vary. The resulting HCM 
constitutive parameters are plotted as functions of (5 in Figure 3.17. At the point 
(5 =  1 we have
R e r ft =  I m r 6, R e r a =  I m r o , ( t =  c ,  f, / / ) ,  (3.45)
and, from Figure 3.17(b), we observe (j)rT = <j>\ (r =  e,£, /i); i.e., the HCM is or­
thorhombic biaxial with respect to all four constitutive dyadics. We emphasise that 
this orthorhombic state is not associated with perpendicularity of the distinguished 
axes in the component mediums (i.e., Aa ^  7t/2). An equivalent orthorhombic state 
does not arise in the case of the homogenisation of Figure 3.16 since £ 7  ^ 1 in this 
instance. Furthermore, inspecting Figure 3.17(a), (b) and (c), we see that this is an
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especially symmetric orthorhombic state for which f)'T =  0 *, j/T =  p'Tt and q’T =  q\ 
(r =  e,f,/z).
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Figure 3.17: Uniaxial bianisotropic spherical inclusions homogenised with uniaxial 
bianisotropic spherical host medium. HCM unit vector (a) polar angles 0 ^  (degrees) 
and (b) azimuthal angles (degrees), and parameters (c) pr^ tfi and (d) plotted 
against dissipation parameter 5. (Key in Table 3.2: X  =  9 for (a), X  = $ for (b), 
X  =  p for (c), X  = q for (d)).
A significant difference between the biaxial bianisotropic HCM represented by Fig­
ure 3.17, and the analogous biaxial dielectric-magnetic HCM reported in Section 3.4.2 
(see Figures 3.12 and 3.13 ), is that in the present example the orthorhombic structure 
does not emerge if the ratios of real and imaginary parts of only one of the component 
constitutive dyadic-types are equal. That is, for example, here we have
Re f^, =  Im l 6 > R e^a = l m ^a ^  €  = &> (3-46)
in general.
We further explore the symmetric nature of the HCM constitutive dyadics by 
considering the case in which the constitutive dyadics of the component mediums are 
scalar multiples of one another. Continuing with the dissipative uniaxial bianisotropic 
inclusion/host medium example-type, we consider the homogenisation of components 
given by
e = e oy  , f  =  -C  =  0.5 fi = 1 .5  V0Y  (3.47)— a — a —a —a — a —  a — a
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where
and
with
Y  = ( 2  + 0.5i)
cos2 Aa + 1 sin Aa cos Aa 0 
sin Aa cos Aa sin2 Aa +  1 0
0 0 1
(3.48)
I 6 =  fo Z t , i b = ~ i b = , tft =  7Mo£t > (3-49)
Z b =  (1 + 0.5z) diag (3,1,1). (3.50)
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Figure 3.18: Uniaxial bianisotropic spherical inclusions homogenised with uniaxial 
bianisotropic spherical host medium. HCM unit vector (a) polar angles 0 ^  (degrees) 
and (b) azimuthal angles (j>r^ 4L (degrees) plotted against ratio of host medium perme­
ability to host medium permittivity 77. (Key in Table 3.2: X  = 0 for (a), X  = (f) for
(b)).
As earlier, both component phases are assumed to have spherical topology; and we 
take the angle An in the xy  plane between the inclusion and host medium distinguished 
axes to be 50°. The defining polar and azimuthal angles calculated for the HCM unit 
vector pairs anc  ^ —n’A,/i are plotted as functions of 77 in Figures 3.18(a) and
3.18(b) respectively. The points of greatest interest occur at 77 =  1.5, \/3 and 2; we 
summarise the salient features of Figure 3.18 at these points as
(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)
( l A o ) i b =  r ( l / T o )  T ,  ,~u = 0 ( l A o ) e  =  r ( l / n 0) n  = »— “ = a
p r  ___  nr  p i  ____ p i
"e "ft 1 5
( l / e o ) i ,  =  s(l/ iy/€0n0) C ,~u =  b ( l / e o) t  =  s ( 1 A \ A o M o ) £— 0  —a
nr  ___  nr  p i  ___  ni
“ t  ~  1 “ e ~  > #  =  $
( i A \ A o M o H  =  t {  1 / ^ 0) h
= 0  = 0
( 1 / V e 0 M 0 K  = t ( l / f l 0)fl
=  a =
nr  ___  nr p i  ___  pi
— “ n 1 ~  “ / z  1
where r, s and t are proportionality scalars. As was the case for the corresponding 
homogenisations for the dielectric-magnetic HCM (see Figure 3.9 in Section 3.4.2),
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we observe that the biaxial bianisotropic HCM structure is not orthorhombic at 77 =  
1.5, y/3 and 2 , notwithstanding the symmetries outlined in (3.51)-(3.53). Analogous 
results do not arise for the scalar quantities pr^ ifl and q1^  and these are not presented.
3.6 C oncluding remarks
For dielectric mediums it is well established in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 that, through the 
process of homogenisation, an effective medium biaxial with respect to permittivity 
arises provided the component mediums present two noncollinear distinguished axes. 
If the distinguished axes of the component mediums are perpendicular, or alternatively 
if the ratios of real and imaginary parts of the permittivity dyadics of the host and in­
clusion mediums are equal, then an orthorhombic biaxial structure results, for which 
the complex HCM permittivity dyadic can be diagonalised. Otherwise, the biaxial 
dielectric HCMs have a monoclinic/triclinic structure — a structure characterised as 
having a complex permittivity dyadic with principal axes of real and imaginary parts 
which do not coincide. The generalisation of these results to the homogenisation of 
dielectric-magnetic mediums gives rise to richer HCM structures in which orthorhom­
bic dielectric and magnetic forms may be realised independently of one another. Gen­
eralising further — through the introduction of magnetoelectric coupling — vastly 
increases the range and complexity of HCM structures which may be conceptualised 
from relatively simple component mediums. Even with the restriction to reciprocal 
mediums, a generalised biaxial bianisotropic HCM form emerges which requires 33 
real-valued parameters in order to completely specify its constitutive dyadics. With 
such a large parameter space, only illustrative examples giving insights into the struc­
ture and symmetries of the constitutive properties were practicably presented here. 
A highly symmetric biaxial bianisotropic HCM, orthorhombic with respect to all of 
its constitutive dyadics, is achievable through balancing real and imaginary compo­
nents of the component medium constitutive dyadics, even though the distinguished 
axes presented by constituents are not orthogonal. Further simplifications of the bi­
axial bianisotropic HCM form arise where the constitutive dyadics of the component 
mediums are scalar multiples of each other.
C hapter 4 
T he Strong—Property—F luctuation  
T heory
4.1 Introduction
In general, the electromagnetic response of a composite medium depends upon the 
topological and distributional details of the component phases as well as their physi­
cal properties. In the widely-used MG homogenisation formalism and its incremental 
and differential variants, as well as the Br homogenisation formalism, allowance can 
be made for ellipsoidal component phase topology; however, the distributions of the 
component phases are characterised solely through their volume fractions [1, 3, 10]. 
In order to incorporate a more extensive statistical description of the composite mi­
crostructure, higher-order spatial correlation functions are required.
A homogenisation formalism which, in principle, can accommodate spatial cor­
relation functions of arbitrarily high order is the strong-property-fluctuation theory 
(SPFT). In the SPFT, a preliminary ansatz is made about the nature of the compos­
ite; the ansatz is used to perturbatively calculate corrections in orders of statistical 
cumulants of the spatial distribution of the constituent phases. Solutions are expressed 
in terms of a so-called mass operator which—due to the process of iteration—has an 
infinite series representation. In the usual SPFT implementation, the second-order 
truncation of the mass operator—known as the bilocal approximation—is adopted. A 
covariance function and its associated correlation length characterise the distributional 
statistics of the component phases in the bilocally-approximated SPFT. In particu­
lar, within a region of linear dimensions given by the correlation length, and of shape 
determined by the covariance function, the correlated responses of scattering centres 
result in an attenuation of the macroscopic coherent field. On the other hand, the re­
sponses of scattering centres separated by distances much greater than the correlation 
length are statistically independent. In the limiting case of zero correlation length, 
the SPFT reduces to the Br homogenisation formalism.
The SPFT has been successively developed for isotropic dielectric [53], anisotropic
44
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dielectric [54], and chiral-in-chiral [55] composite materials. Under the bilocal ap­
proximation, the SPFT is developed in Section 4.2 for the most general linear class 
of composite materials [16], namely bianisotropic composites. Detailed numerical cal­
culations which consider the influence of ellipsoidal topology, orientation diversity 
and correlation length are presented in Section 4.3 [17]. In Section 4.4, the influence 
of the covariance function is explored through a study concerning the homogenisa­
tion of ellipsoidal metallic inclusions with a non-conducting host medium [18]. Fi­
nally, by explicitly calculating the third-order mass operator term, the convergence 
of the bilocally-approximated SPFT is demonstrated in Section 4.5 for isotropic chi­
ral HCMs, as well as for chiroferrite composites which are both weakly uniaxial and 
weakly gyrotropic [19].
4.2 Form alism  for bianisotropic com posites
The SPFT is presented for the homogenisation of a two-constituent bianisotropic 
composite [16]. Following a general presentation of the statistical parameters used to 
describe bianisotropic composites, we introduce the notion of a bianisotropic compar­
ison medium (BCM). The BCM is a local homogeneous medium which serves as our 
initial ansatz in the iterative process resulting in the SPFT estimate of constitutive 
properties. We develop the Dyson equation for the average electromagnetic field in 
terms of the mass operator, and present the bilocally-approximated mass operator.
Next we derive the relation between the constitutive dyadics of the exact effective
medium (which includes all correlation effects) and the Dyson equation. We then con­
sider the case where principal electromagnetic wavelengths are long compared with 
the correlation length, and the composite medium can therefore be regarded as ho­
mogeneous. Finally we implement the SPFT, under the long-wavelength and bilocal 
approximations, for the case of reciprocal bianisotropic composites based on ellipsoidal 
topology.
4.2.1 Generalities
We begin the analysis with the frequency-dependent version of the source-free Maxwell 
curl equations
V x E(r) = icoB_(r), (4.1)
V x H_(r) =  —iojD(r), (4.2)
and the constitutive relations of a nonhomogeneous bianisotropic medium, given in 
the notation of (1.21) and (1.22) as
C(r) =  K (r) • F ( r ) , (4.3)
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w ith
sfc) |(r), 
£(r) g(n)
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we have
K ( r )  = (4.4)
L(V) • F(r) =  -JwKfe) ' F ( r ) , (4.5)
where the linear differential operator L(V) is defined in (1.15).
We consider a two-phase composite consisting of two bianisotropic constituent 
phases mixed at the microscopic, but not molecular, length scale. Let all space be 
partitioned into disjoint parts Va and Vb containing the phases labelled a and 6, re­
spectively. For r G Ve, (£ ~  a, 6), we write
g(x) = gt , i i t ) = l e , £(r) =  £ e , l A r ) = g e , r e v , ,  (4.6)
so that
M l) = K e , r e V t . (4.7)
We introduce two characteristic functions Og as
1 r s V g
ffe(r) =  ; (4.8)
0 r<£Vt
thus,
9a(r) + 9b{r) = 1, r e V a UVb. (4.9)
Any of the r-dependent constitutive quantities can be expressed everywhere in terms 
of the characteristic functions Og(f)\ for example,
K(r) = K a0a(D +  K bOb{r) , r e v a u v b. (4.10)
Throughout this work, we use the concept of ensemble-averaging, i.e., averaging 
over a large number of different samples of the two-phase composite, and we denote 
ensemble averages by ( ). The complete statistical information about the composite 
is contained in moments of the characteristic function 9a{r). The nth moment is the 
expectation value (#a(lli) • • ■ and represents the probability for r x, . . . ,  rn being
inside Va\ equivalently, we may use b instead of a due to (4.9). We assume that, on 
average, the composite is homogeneous.
The first moment for the phase a is its volume fraction
fa =  (8a(r) ) , (4.11)
which is constant with respect to r. The same holds for the volume fraction /& =  (9b{l)} 
of phase b. Obviously, f a +  f b = 1.
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The two volume fractions f a and contain only minimal geometrical information 
about the composite. A more detailed description is provided by the second moment 
(Qa(t)@a(R)) of or, equivalently, by the second cumulant or covariance
r(£) = (9a(r)ea(r!)) -  <0B(r m (r ' )>
= m r )M L ') ) -m r ) ) (M r . ' ) ) ,  (4.12)
where R  =  r — R . If the composite is disordered, it is usually possible to define a 
correlation length L  such that T(R) is negligible for \R  \ ^  L; i.e., on scales larger 
than A, the composite may be considered homogeneous.
The formulation of SPFT requires the introduction of a bianisotropic comparison 
medium (BCM), which allows an approximate treatment of electromagnetic fields aris­
ing in VaUVb. The constitutive dyadics e f  , (  and a of this medium
J  = b c m ’ = b c m  ~ b c m  = b c m  
are not r-dependent; hence it is not only homogeneous but also spatially local The
BCM will later on serve as the preliminary ansatz for the SPFT and will be shown
in Section 4.2.2 to actually be in agreement with the Br homogenisation formalism.
Electromagnetic wave propagation in the BCM is described by
L(V) • F BCM(r) =  —iwK bcm ■ E BCM{r) , (4.13)
where
TV — = B C M  !Lb C M
—  B C M  /■ „
- - B C M  — B C M  -
with F b c m (t)  denoting the local spatially-averaged electromagnetic field. We in­
troduce the 6x6 dyadic Green function Q.BCM{r — R) which satisfies the differential 
equation
( L ( V ) + i w g BCM) =lS{ r  - r ' ) ,  (4-15)
where 5(r — R) is the Dirac delta function. The singular behaviour of G b c m {l  — R) 
in the limit r —> R can be conveniently isolated through
f i BCM(®  =  V £ BCMm + U  m ,  (4.16)
where V  is the principal value operation excluding a certain infinitesimal region centred 
on R  — 0 and g  is the corresponding depolarisation dyadic of the specified region in
the BCM [29]. The dyadic g  is fixed at a later stage in the analysis.
4.2.2 The Dyson equation
With the foregoing generalities established, we now proceed to derive the central equa­
tion in the SPFT: the Dyson equation. From (4.5) we obtain
( t (V )  +  i u K BCM) ■ F(r) =  - iw  (Kfc) -  K bcm) • F (r ) . (4.17)
T bcm (h) —
E  n/f (r)B C M
B C M
(4.14)
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By virtue of (4.13) and (4.15), the solution of (4.17) may be represented by the fol­
lowing Fredholm equation of the third kind [56]
F(r) = F BCM(t) - m j  -  r') • (g(r') -  K BCM) • E(r') A ' . (4.18)
Clearly, F SCM(r) now serves as a solution of the homogeneous version of (4.17), i.e., 
F b c m {t)  is the complementary function.
Equation (4,18) cannot be evaluated perturbatively when the constitutive param­
eters in J£(r) fluctuate strongly. This is due to secular terms produced by the singu­
larities of the dyadic Green function Q_BCM{R) in the source region. The singularities 
can be removed from the right side of (4.18) by taking advantage of (4.16); thus,
F(r) = F BCM( r ) - i ^ y g BCMfc -r ') -  (S (l ')-S BCM) • F(r') A '
-iu,g  • (K(r) -  K bcm) ■ E(r). (4.19)
Next, after introducing the exciting field
HexAt) = [ l  + iwg • (g (r )  -  K bom) ] • E(r), (4.20)
we rewrite the integral equation (4.19) as
Fexc(r) = F BCM(r) +  V J Q BCM(r -  r') • ^(r') • F ea.c(ri') A ' , (4.21)
with a generalised polarisability dyadic defined as
£fc) = - iu  (g(r) -  g BCM) • [ l + iwfi • (Sfe) -  K BCM) ] "  • (4.22)
The next steps are canonical: We calculate the ensemble-average {F ercc( r ) ) of the 
exciting field by ensemble-averaging both sides of the integral equation (4.21). For 
this purpose, we formally represent (4.21) in terms of its Born series as
Eexc(r) =
EBOM^ +V J  Q.BCM{r-rf) • g(r') • F BCM(r') dY 
+ v J  g BCMf c -  t!) * ( r  J f i BCJf(r '-r" )  -gfe") -F  B0M(r") A " )  A '
+ V  f  & nnu( r - r ! )  *xfc') • \V / e H„„(r'-Jl") -xfe"):B C M
■ I  Q bcuW  -  E") • xfc'") • EBCMfe'") A'") d Y  ] A  + • ■ • , (4.23)
and average each term of the series separately [6]. By ensemble-averaging the terms 
of (4.23) separately and re-ordering terms using a Feynman-diagrammatic technique 
[57], the Dyson equation
< E «fe) ) =  F BCM(r) +  V J  a BCM{r -  r') • ( J  g fc ' -  r") • ( F rac(r" ) ) A " )  d Y  ,
(4.24)
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is developed. The mass operator U R  — r") has an infinite series representation, the 
terms of which comprise products over V  Q_BCM(P — r") and the statistical cumulants 
0f _  jjty por ja£er convenience, we express
U R )  =  S o ®  + S i ®  +  S 2®  + I 3®  +  • • • . (4.25)
where the subscript j  in S  ®  refers to the order of x{R)-
For practical purposes, an approximate evaluation of the mass operator is necessary. 
The lowest-order truncation of the mass operator series; i.e.,
Yj(R) ~  S  q (i?.) =  0 , (4.26)
leads to the trivial result K Dy0 =  J£.BCM- The BCM is conventionally chosen so that
the first-order mass operator approximation does not add to the zero-order approxi­
mation [53]—[55]. Thus, we have the condition
t e f c ) > = £ >  (4-27)
and S i ®  ~  2  correspondingly. The condition (4.27) removes the secular terms from 
the Born series expansion [58]. Substituting (4.10), (4.11) and (4.22) into (4.27), we 
obtain
( S a - S BCM) • [ |  +  - S -  ( K a - K BCM) ] _1L  +
( i t  -  E bcm) • [ l  +  ^ a -  (K j -  K b cm )]-1 ^  =  S- (4-28)
which is the Br equation for bianisotropic composites [31]. Thus, we see that elec­
tromagnetic wave propagation in 14 U 14 can indeed be approximately described by 
means of the BCM.
The most widely-adopted procedure is to implement the second-order truncation 
of the mass operator series, whence
I fc  -  t!) ~  l 2fc -  r') = {^(r) • P g BCM(£ -  r') • ^(r')), (4.29)
which is known as the bilocal approximation [59], Since
2 ®  =  +  > (4-30)
(4.29) leads to
1(a) = m )  { z a -  z b)  • P £BCM® • (xo - 1 J . (4-31)
after some algebraic manipulations exploiting (4.27), the covariance F(i?) having been 
introduced in (4.12).
Higher-order mass operator approximations and the issue of convergence are ex­
plored in Section 4.5.
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4.2.3 Nonlocal effective medium
In order to complete the SPFT formulation, we go on to determine the relation be­
tween the ensemble-averaged fields ( C ( r ) ) and {F ( r ) ). The ensemble-average of the 
constitutive relation (4.3) may be stated as
<C(r)) =  (Kfc) ’ F ( r ) ) .  (4.32)
The relationship between (J£(?i) * F fe )) and ( F(n ) ) must be linear, because the com­
posite is linear. Furthermore, this relation has to be of the form of a convolution 
integral
<Kfe) • F fe )) =  j K Dy(R) • <E ( r - R ) )  d3R, (4.33)
due to translational invariance. The dyadic K ^(iiQ  contains the constitutive proper­
ties of the effective medium consistent with the SPFT. In general, K  D (E) is spatially 
nonlocal and, therefore, signifies spatial dispersion.
Equations (4.20) and (4.22) yield
*fe) • Eescfc) =  - t o  (Kfe) -  S SCM) • E ( r ) , (4.34)
whence
(*fe) • > =  - t o  (<Kfe) • Efc) > -  K s c u  • (Efe) >) . (4.35)
The ensemble-averaged counterpart of (4.20) is given by
{F MC( r ) ) =  ( j  -  iw g  • Kbcm) • (E (r) > +  • (K fe) • Efe) >. (4.36)
Furthermore, on taking the ensemble average of (4.21) and comparing it with the 
Dyson equation (4.24), we get
(xfe) • ) =  / i f e - r!) ■ ( F exc( r ! ) ) d Y ■ (4.37)
Finally, after rearranging (4.35)-(4.37) and inserting the ensemble-averaged constitu­
tive relation (4.32) in (4.33), we obtain
< c ( r ) ) +  /  £ f c  -  r') • Q  ■ ( C( r ' ) ) dV  =
K bcm ' <£&) > "  t  j  M t  -  f )  ’ { l  -  • K BCM) • <F(r') > dV . (4.38)
This integral equation gives a linear relation between ( C ( r ) ) and ( F ( r ) ). Its solution 
for ( C( r ) )  enables the emergence of the desired constitutive dyadic K  Dy(R) of the 
nonlocal effective medium.
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Since the integral equation (4.38) is of the convolution type, it can be solved by 
the Fourier transform technique [60]. Therefore, we define the following quantities:
F_(q) — j  {F (r) ) exp(—i q • r) d?r , 
C(£) =  J ( C ( r ) ) exp( - i q  • r) d?r,
JH^) ~  J  5 (-)  exP(~W * l) d3r ,
=  f  in„fc) exP H s  * L) d3r,- Dy
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
q being the three-dimensional spatial frequency vector. The Fourier-transformed ver­
sion of (4.38) reads as follows
I  +  £ (? ) - S  -C(<?) = =  B C M -  — S(o) • ( I -  iujD • Kiu) ' -  — —B C M ■ 1(a) ■
(4.43)
But C(q) =  i ^ Dy(q) ' E(s) by virtue of the foregoing relations; hence, (4.43) yields
I U ( 2 ) = K B C M ILO ( l+ f i (2 )  ’ E )  1 •£ (£ )
The constitutive dyadic (r) then emerges as the inverse Fourier integral
= d v- '  / &d„(2) exp(*2 • n  a  ■S n „ f c )
(4.44)
(4.45)
The Dyson equation (4.24) involves the ensemble-averaged exciting field ( F ea.c( r ) ). 
In order to determine the ensemble-averaged electromagnetic field ( F (r)) itself, we 
take the ensemble average of (4.5) and use (4.33) to get
L(V) • <F(r ) ) +  iw j  K Dy( R )  • { £ ( £ - £ ) )  d?R = 0
The Fourier-transformed version of this equation is
0 iq x /
(4.46)
-iq X  /  0 E(«) = o, (4.47)
from which F(q) may be extracted by standard dyadic techniques [33]. Thus, depend­
ing on a specific choice for the evaluation of D, the SPFT homogenisation formulation 
is now complete in the bilocal approximation.
4.2.4 Local effective medium
When the principal electromagnetic wavelengths are much larger than the correlation 
length L, we can achieve a macroscopic description of the composite as a homoge­
neous local continuum [1]. Although it has a different provenance, this description is
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conceptually no different from that available from the MG and the Br formalisms: the 
mixture is considered homogeneous in the long-wavelength approximation.
Suppose the long-wavelength approximation is appropriate. Let us then introduce
the macroscopic fields C macro(r) and F macro(r) by spatially averaging the microscopic
fields { C ( r ) ) and ( F ( r ) ) over a region V; thus,
£ m(lra.,,(r) = 1 J  {C(r + r") ) d Y , (4.48)
Eimra-ofc) = ^  Jv ( Efc + r") )dV' . (4.49)
The minimum linear cross-sectional extent of the region V  must be larger than L, but 
smaller than the maximum principal electromagnetic wavelength. Inserting (4.32) and 
(4.33) into (4.48), we find
C mac, 0(E ) = ^  ( /  KflsCS) • < E(e + r" -  R) )d3R\ dY  
= j K Dy(&)-Fmaa.0( r -R )d 3R
«  j K Dy(R)-Fmacro(r)d3R. (4.50)
This leads to the macroscopic constitutive relation
Cmacrofe) =  ' F macrofc) . (4.51)
The constitutive properties of a two-phase bianisotropic composite in the long- 
wavelength approximation are thus specified by the dyadic K  (0) =  K Dy0- Evidently 
from (4.44), (4.41) and (4.31), the key step in estimating K ^ Q is the evaluation of
1 (0) =  1 1 (E )  =  { x a - Z b)  • \ p  J m ) £ BCM(R)d3R\  • ( * . - £ , )  •
(4.52)
We note that the presence of T(R) within the above principal value integration is
justified, because T(0) =  f a( 1 — f a) — fb(l ~  fb) cannot be null-valued for non-trivial
problems.
Although an explicit expression for Q  (.R) cannot be written down, its Fourier
transform
S  BCM® =  J  §kBCM(E) exp ( - i q  • R) d3R, (4.53)
can be obtained by taking the Fourier transforms of both sides of (4.15). Thus,
adj (A
iu d e tk BCJ g) ’ { '5 )
where
a  la) = \  a  (?/“ ) x l
= b c m ^ >  -{<lY)xL o + K bcm. (4.55)
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For later convenience, we note that (4.55) can be manipulated to deliver G (g) in 
the following general form
6  n  =  i  + £ 2(g)(&)2 + £ 0 (2 ) )
=  B C M  i  iuJ  ^  +  +  j
(4.56)
Here, T  (q) are 6x6 dyadic functions, and tn(q) are scalar functions (n = 0,1,2,3,4) 
of the unit spatial frequency vector q. Furthermore, G (g) may be partitioned as 
[29, 62]
S bcm®  =  +  S bcm®  > (4'57)
where
~ oo ~ 1 T  (q)
G Tq) =  lim G (q) — — ~  ,r-.' (4.58)
= f l C M -  q—t o o — =  B C M '  iu) }
and (suppressing the dependencies of and tn on q)
E b c m ( 2) =
(**13 -  +  (**$2 -  +  ( ^ 1  “  +  (**$0 “  * £ 4)
iuj t± +  ^ ( w ) 3 +  ^ ( ^ ) 2 +  ti(§j) +  A)
(4.59)
Explicit coordinate-free representations of Q.b c m{q) are already available for chiral
[55], general dielectric [62], and dielectric-magnetic [63] mediums; we consider the
structure of Q BCM(q) for reciprocal biaxial bianisotropic mediums in Section 4.2.5.
In order to advance our analysis, we have to specify the depolarisation dyadic 
g ;  we do so by considering the topology of the composite. Let be an ellipsoidal 
region, centred at the origin of our coordinate system, of size determined by the 
linear measure 77 and of shape specified by the real symmetric dyadic C/, as specified in 
equation (1.24). We imagine that both constituent phases are distributed as conformal 
ellipsoids of surfaces parameterised by the shape dyadic C7. We mean here that both 
constituent phases are present with a distribution of 77 such that there is no vacant 
space in the composite medium. The same fractal-like topology is inherent in the MG 
and Br homogenisation formalisms, although it is rarely mentioned. Having selected 
g ,  we determine g  as [29]
D =  lim [  G ^ ( R j d ^ R
=  abc lim [  G Dn , ( U  • H) dsH , (4.60)5^oJVs= bcaT =  — > —
o
where the spherical region Vg has radius 6, H_ =  UY1 * R , and a, b and c are the 
positive eigenvalues of IJ_. The covariance P(R) is chosen to reflect the ellipsoidal
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topology relating to g .  Accordingly, we adopt the physically-motivated [61]
r (E) -  r0(E) =
f a f b
0
R  e  VI
R * V £
(4.61)
where L is the correlation length. Covariance functions in the form of step functions, 
for both isotropic [64, 65] and anisotropic [53] types, have been considered in previous 
SPFT analyses. Alternative choices of covariance functions are explored in Section 4.4.
Let V[_s — VI  — V£ and V£_s =  V£ — V/.  The principal value integration in
(4.52) now proceeds through the introduction of the Fourier transform of G BCM(R), 
facilitated by the changes of variable H_ — UR1 • R  and (where jT, v and w
are dummy vector variables), as follows
(2?r)3{j R v  j  r 0(R)aBCM(R)d3R
=  lim5-j-O 'V,L - S
S b c m (- )  exP f e  * ®  d*'E- d3R
lim / G 1 • v)
5~*° J v  = Vf
exp {iv * H_) d3H
s « ™ ( £ r  • io
L—5
47t (  sin vL
vc
d3V
L  cos vLv d v
lim / G Rr,,r(U • v) tf->o Jv=BcnP= ->
Tk ( sinu^i 6 cos v 5 d3v
Now, from [62] we have 
1D = lim I G Tjn, r{U 1 * v)r  /   a n  A T  V=ZI — *(2tt)3 s^ J ^ bcm 
1
47r (  sinu5 — 5 cos v6
G (Ur1 •  v)
V* \  V
47t ( sin vE  
2v
— E  cos vE
V(27r)3 J v = BCM
for E  >  0. Thus, combining (4.62)-(4.64) along with (4.57), we find
d3v
d3v,
(4.62)
(4.63)
(4.64)
V I T0{R)aBC,M(R)d3R fafb2tt2 / =BCM - a)
sin uL — L  cos vL  ] — d v
(4.65)
Although very cumbersome for reproduction here, a straightforward analysis shows 
that the determinant of (tn) is quadratic in w2 for reciprocal bianisotropic medi­
ums (i.e., e =  eT, £ =  — ( T and fi =  /ir ) and general dielectric/magnetic mediums (i.e., 
? =  C =  0)- Consequently, provided the numerator of & BCM{w) is an even function 
of w, the integration in (4.65) with respect to v may be evaluated by conventional 
calculus of residues for such mediums . However, for the general bianisotropic case,
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the determinant of A.BCM(w) is not an even function of w and alternative methods 
may be required to compute the integral (4.65).
In addition to being central to the calculation of K  , the integral (4.65) provides 
a correction to the depolarisation dyadic D when the exclusion region V£ is of finite 
size. This is also reflected in the fact that K  „ „ represents a modification of K „ ;
=  DyO r  = B C M 1
indeed,
S Dvo =  S B CM - ^ ( l  +  I ( 0 ) - f i ) “1 • £ © ■  (4-66)
The evaluation of this key equation (4.66) is central to the remainder of this chapter. 
4.2.5 Implementation of the long-wavelength approximation
In order to illustrate the implementation of the long-wavelength approximation in 
the bilocal SPFT framework, we consider a two-phase composite for which both con­
stituent phases belong to the general class of reciprocal biaxial bianisotropic mediums. 
The constitutive dyadics e , £ =  — £ and ji of the constituent phases are taken to
—p = p  z=.p = p
have the same eigenvectors, i.e.,
.—
1
0
o
" a 0
1o i
“S 9 •a 0
i—o
0 e pV 0 £ =  zzi n 0 a 0 =  - c ,—  <n n  == p
0 0
1 o 0 epz  _ _ 0 0 a .
—  P
0 0 A .
(4.67)
where all diagonal entries are complex-valued.
As emphasised in the Section 4.2.4, the crucial step in applying the long-wavelength 
approximation is the calculation of the volume integral (4.65). We now proceed to 
evaluate the integration with respect to v in (4.65) by means of residue calculus, 
exploiting symmetries in the integrand along the way. We begin by considering the 
singularities of Qlb c m (v), i.e., the zeros of i4(fi) det © .  Taking the determinant
of (4.55), we find
de tA BCMfe) =
*4© =
h{v) =
t o  —
E.(TRj H) —
n  =
t i(v) (v/u)4 + 12(v)(v/w)2 +  t o  , (4.68)
— B C M €)(fi • jl=  B C M It) +  (£ * £=  B C M v){v ’ £- B C M
(4.69)
tr (v x adj(gBCM)) • (v x adj(gt _ J )
B C M
- f  V
—(v x adj(£ )) • (v x adj(£ ))
— B C M  = B C M  '
c —  - £ ( e _____  )— B C M  = v - i B C M  =  B C M  = B C M
—£ • F(e , (1 ) • £
- B C M  — B C M  — B C M  = B C M \
det ( H)  ,
(4.70)
(4.71)
[ ( t r ^ ) Z  — |Z|] • [(tr^) I  — n] — [(trra • n) I  — m  • n] , (4.72)
e rpm ’ E +  £ , (4-73)- B C M  — B C M  —B C M  = B C M
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where ^  and q  are arbitrary 3x3 dyadics. The issues of the location and nature of the 
singularities of Qlb c m (v)  are rather involved in the most general setting; see Cottis & 
Kondylis [66] for a detailed discussion in the case of an anisotropic dielectric medium. 
We refrain from considering pathological special cases here: that is, for all values of v 
we assume that
(i) t^(v) 0, and
(ii) the v2 roots of det A BCM(v) are distinct, i.e., where
K ±  —
~ t 2(v) ±  \ J t l ( v ) -  4t±(v)t0 
2f4(0) (4.74)
We note that the possibility is most likely to arise when we have isotropic
constituent phases combined with spherical topology; but SPFT in this instance has 
been treated by Michel & Lakhtakia [55].
W ith the foregoing simplifications in place, we find that the singularities of & BCM(y) 
occur as simple poles at
(4.75)
Therefore, for definiteness, we take both •y'TqT and to lie in the upper half of the 
complex u-plane (inclusive of the real axis).
We next turn our attention to symmetries of Glb c m {v) .  For reciprocal biaxial 
bianisotropic mediums, the numerator of G°SC7Mfe) is a dyadic function that is cubic 
in v. However, by a straightforward — albeit lengthy — utilization of (4.55), we find 
that the odd terms in the numerator of G°BC,M(u) integrate to zero with respect to 
the angular variables in (4.65). The remaining even terms T^(0),  (n =  0,2,4), in 
the notation of (4.59), are conveniently expressed in terms of four 3x3 dyadics T Xn(v), 
(A =  ee, em, me, mm),  as follows
T  (v) -
T ee(v) T em(v)
T me(v) T mm(v)
n =  0, 2,4. (4.76)
By symmetry considerations, only the diagonal entries of give rise to non-zero 
integrals in (4.65). Thus, in evaluating (4.65), we can replace G°BC,M(u) by
A(v) (v/u)2 +  T  (v)
where we have
[4(2) ]y =
T ,(a )
ico + t2{v)(v/uj)2 + t0J
*2©
(4.77)
ij U(v)
0,
£ (mod 3) =  j  (mod 3),
(4.78)
£ (mod 3) ^  j  (mod 3),
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and
S o © t  m
o,
i  (mod 3) =  j  (mod 3),
(4.79)
£ (mod 3) ^  j  (mod 3), 
for £,j  =  1, 2 , . , . ,  6; and [T ]£j denotes the £ j ^  entry of the 6 x 6  dyadic T  .
— -  Tb TL
The dyadics T Q(v) and T 4fi) are readily extracted from the adjoint of A (v). 
They are given in coordinate-free form as
li * adj ( I I ) —f  • adj ( I I )
= b c m  v  =  '  = b c m  y =  J
i  • a d j ( g )  |
L  = B C M B C M
adj ( A)
(4.80)
and
I v • u, •hJ'D'D — ( u • £ •'Di'Dw
V “  — B C M  /  \ “  = B C M  / -----------
(h • £ •?))?)?) (
L  \ ~  = B C M  ~ )  V
V * € * V \ V V
=  B C M  - J  - -
(4.81)
The dyadic X 2fi) has a more complex structure, but only its diagonal components 
are needed to evaluate (4.65)
rpee
~2 ®  L  =  [ ( 2 -  *ad^  “ tr (= * ad-ifi)) 1 +  ^  *£(£>£)) ’
-Z(m > £ * £ ’ M ) -  ( i  * I  * i )  adj(/£) u
T T ( v ) —_ =  2 v~' _M
T m e ( - ) ‘
_ = 2  7 i t
T™m(v)
u
=  1,2,3,
=  1,2,3,- Z ( |  • g  * M  ,£) -  f i  * £ * it) adj(£)
-  ( Z ( | , * £ -  det(|) £j • vv
- £ ( |  • g  * M , £ )  -  f i  • |  • u) adj(|) ^  , £ =  1,2,3,
(2 adj(|) • g  -  tr (adjfi) * ^ )  I  + 1 • £(£>£)) * 
- £ U > £  *£ *££) -  f i  * H *v)adj(| ) , £ =  1,2,3.
(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.84)
(4.85)
Residue calculus thereby results in the following evaluation of the integral with respect 
to v in (4.65)
G f i r 1 * v)B C M  v =
(  sinuL
I — L cos vL  I — d"v
1 ,3 7TLOk
2i J U(U 1 • v) 1 k+ — k.
X
^ ( i W A < r - a + g g - - a r ( u ~ l •■0 ) 1  + — — \ d n ,
(4.86)
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where dO, — sin 9d6d<p. Thus, (4.65) reduces to a surface integral which, in general, 
must be handled numerically.
An expression equivalent to (4.86) can be developed without explicit reference to 
the components X n(£) of the adjoint dyadic of A BCM{v)- This derivation — though 
less instructive —- leads to a surface integral more amenable to numerical evaluation 
than that of (4.86). Introducing
N (.)  =  f r -  - ■ ~ , (4.87)
  \ V * 6 o n *  r ' V J \ V '  M * V ) +  ’ V)= B C M  £ B c m  = B C M  = B C M
we find that
[ g ^ J g - ' - v l f ^ - L c o s v L
X
q%Lv
(1 - i L v )  ( n ( g _1 - 0 + X ( - g _1 - v ) )  d a .  (4.88)
v=vTcT ru+  n,~
The specification of the bilocal SPFT equations in the long-wavelength approximation 
for reciprocal biaxial bianisotropic composites with spherical topology is completed by 
the following expression for the corresponding depolarisation dyadic [29]
D = A — f  , r r \  T i c / - 1 •«) d a .  (4.89)
— 4-kigj J  tA (Ur • v) -~,, =
Thus, the constitutive dyadic 0 of the local effective medium is fully specified 
through (4.66), (4.52), (4.86), (4.88) and (4.89).
Finally in this section, we consider the long-wavelength regime | T y /ft±| <C 1. 
Retaining terms only of 0 ( L y/K±)1 we see that the integrals (4.86) and (4.88) become 
null-valued. This is consistent with the finding reported for chiral mediums that the 
bilocally-approximated SPFT does not yield a correction to the Br homogenisation 
formalism in the static limit [64]. However, on retaining terms up to 0 ( L 2k±), the 
eliu(l — iLv) term in the integrand of (4.86) and (4.88) reduces to 1 +  (Lv)2/2 ; hence 
the principal value integration (4.65) becomes
?  J  d n . (4.9o)
For constituent mediums with real-valued constitutive parameters K^, the integrand 
of (4.90) is correspondingly real-valued. Thus, it is clear from (4.66), (4.52), (4.22) 
and (4.89) that scattering losses cannot be predicted under the long-wavelength ap­
proximation represented by (4.90). A similar result was reported for SPFT applied to 
chiral mediums [64].
4.3 Param etric num erical studies
We now apply the bilocally-approximated SPFT developed in Section 4.2 to detailed 
numerical investigations of three different classes of HCM [17]. Specifically, we explore
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the influence of the correlation length in Section 4.3.1 where an isotropic chiral HCM is 
studied; direct comparison of results with earlier SPFT analyses is made. The effects 
of the component phase topology and orientation diversity are considered for a biaxial 
bianisotropic HCM and a chiroferrite HCM in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. 
The HCMs of Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 belong to the reciprocal biaxial bianisotropic 
category of materials; accordingly, we calculate the constitutive dyadic K  for these 
HCMs via the numerical evaluation of (4.88) (or, equivalently, (4.86)). However, the 
chiroferrite HCM encountered in Section 4.3.3 is inherently nonreciprocal and in this 
case direct numerical evaluation of (4.65) is necessary to calculate K D 0-
An angular frequency w  of 2 7 r  x  1010 rad s-1 was used for all calculations reported 
in this section.
4.3.1 Isotropic chiral HCM
In order to allow direct comparison with the SPFT analyses of Michel & Lakhtakia 
[55], [65], we choose the phase a to be an isotropic chiral medium described by the 
constitutive dyadic
X £a =
Ca X /H/A.X
where ea = 2.304, =  0.724 and fia — 1.728. The phase b is simply taken to be
free space itself. Spherical component phase topology is assumed. For this isotropic 
example, the effective medium is characterised by the constitutive dyadic
K=  a (4.91)
K
=  DyO
o^^ DyO X i y / W k iv y o l  
£ DyO X T o T D y Q  X
(4.92)
The computed values of eoyo, Gjyo and [iDyQ are plotted as functions of correlation 
length L  in Figure 4.1 for three different values of volume fraction f a. All three ef­
fective constitutive scalars exhibit a similar dependency on L: their imaginary parts 
increase sharply from zero as the correlation length increases from zero, whereas their 
real parts remain almost constant. Upon converting from the present Tellegen nota­
tion to the Drude-Born-Federov notation [33], the computed values of the effective 
constitutive scalars at f a = 0.3 are found to be in complete agreement with those 
values calculated previously [65]. We note that the derivation presented by Michel & 
Lakhtakia [55] proceeded in a somewhat different manner to that in Section 4.2, as 
an explicit expression for the dyadic Green function is available for chiral mediums. 
Over the range 0.3 < f a < 0.5, the graphs in Figure 4.1 clearly demonstrate that the 
degree of attenuation (due to scattering losses) increases as the volumetric proportion 
of phase a increases. In this context, the extended MG [67, 68] and the extended Br 
[69] homogenisation formalisms also predict attenuation losses, but in terms of finite 
inclusion-size and not in terms of a correlation length. We note that some disagree­
ment [70] has recently emerged on the completeness of certain extensions of the MG 
and the Br formalisms.
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Figure 4.1: The effective constitutive scalars of an isotropic chiral composite plotted 
as functions of the correlation length L  for f a = 0.3,0.4 and 0.5.
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Figure 4.2: The (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the effective constitutive scalars 
of an isotropic chiral composite plotted as functions f a for a correlation length L — 
5 x 10“4 m.
This issue is pursued further in Figure 4.2 where, for a fixed correlation length 
L =  5 x 10~4 m, the constitutive scalars of the effective medium are plotted as functions 
of f a. The maximum degree of attenuation, as indicated by the magnitude of the 
imaginary parts of the effective constitutive scalars, occurs at f a «  0.75. Beyond this 
value of / ffl, fewer scattering centres are present in the composite. The real parts of 
the effective constitutive scalars follow an almost linear progression between the values 
they must hold at / a =  0 and f a =  1.
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4.3.2 Biaxial bianisotropic HCM
We focus attention here on a biaxial bianisotropic composite medium constituted by 
a biaxial dielectric medium and an isotropic chiral medium. Biaxial constitutive prop­
erties — which encompass the orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic crystal classifi­
cations — abound in nature, and have been the focus of recent MG and Br homogeni­
sation investigations [13]—[15], as described in detail in Chapter 3. In this section we 
estimate the constitutive dyadic K Dy0 of a biaxial bianisotropic HCM by means of the 
SPFT; for comparison, estimates of the HCM constitutive dyadics K  and K fMG 
calculated using, respectively, the Br and IMG homogenisation formalisms are also 
presented. Henceforth in this section, the subscript p — DyO, B r , IMG.
The constituent mediums are (i) a biaxial dielectric medium described by
The parameter values selected for calculations are as follows: e® =  4 +  i 0.4, ePa =
where Ux = 1 + 5} Uy =  1, Uz =  1 — (5/2) and £ is the eccentricity parameter. Thus, 
the principal axes of e^ are rotated with respect to the principal axes of U_ by the 
angle ip in the xy  plane. A sample of calculated results is presented in Figure 4.3.
We begin by considering the effect of the correlation length L. The constitutive 
properties of the HCM were estimated for f a = 0.3, 5 = 0.5, ip = 0, whilst L  ranged 
from 0.0 to 0.0015 m. The HCM constitutive dyadics were found to have the form
The real parts and imaginary parts of /i®, py and pp are plotted as functions of the 
correlation length L in Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), respectively. With respect to L , 
the HCM constitutive quantities not displayed in Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) behave 
in a broadly analogous manner to those which are. The Br and IMG values are in­
dependent of correlation length. Furthermore, the SPFT and Br values are identical 
when L — 0; but the SPFT values deviate rapidly from the Br values as L  increases.
e
ej cos2 ip -f sin2 ip (e® — ey) sin ip cos ip 0
=  e0 (ej — ej[) sin ip cos ip e® sin2 ip +  el cos2 ip 0 , R = Fo I ,  (4.93)
and (ii) an isotropic chiral medium with the following constitutive dyadics
gb = eQebl y £ -  —^  = W eo FoZbl, £  =  th m  I  • (4.94)
3 +  i 0.3, eza — 1.5 -M 0.15; eb =  2.5 +  i 0.5, ^  =  1 +  i 0.2 and nb ~  1.75 +  i 0.35. The 
ellipsoidal topology was captured by the shape dyadic
i p =  e0 diag ( ep , eyp , ezp ) , (4.96)
(4.97)
(4.98)
£ = - C  = i V e ^ d i a g ( £ ®  , £*)—p =p
g  = (J.0 diag( fip , pz ).
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Figure 4.3: Representative plots of the estimated effective constitutive parameters of 
a biaxial bianisotropic composite medium as functions of the correlation length L in 
(a) and (b); volume fraction /„ in (c); eccentricity parameter 6 in (d); and orientation 
angle ip in (e) and (f). Key: solid line for p = DyO; dotted line for p = Br; dashed 
line for p = IMG.
This is because the actions of increased numbers of scattering centres (i.e., the inclu­
sions) become correlated as L increases, and, consequently, the number of significant 
multiple-scattering events escalates.
Next, using f a E [0, 1] as an independent variable we estimated the constitutive 
dyadics of the HCM with L = 0.001m, 6 =  0.5 and ip = 0. The 3x3 diagonal 
dyadic form (4.96)—(4.98) was found to hold for all three formalisms. As functions 
of the volume fraction, the constitutive parameters estimated by the SPFT, Br and 
IMG formalisms all behave similarly. Representative graphs are provided by those
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displayed in Figure 4.3(c) for the imaginary parts of e®, e| and ej. Notice that the 
simplest homogenisation formalism — whereby the HCM constitutive parameter val­
ues are estimated as the volume-weighted averages of the constitutive parameters of 
the constituent mediums — results in a linear relationship between the values which 
the HCM constitutive parameters must take at f a = 0 and f a ~  1. Therefore, the 
nonlinearity of each of the graphs in Figure 4.3(c) is a measure of the deviation of the 
respective SPFT, Br and IMG homogenisation formalisms from the simplest formal­
ism. Comparisons between the Br and IMG estimates as functions of f a have been 
extensively reported for various types of composite mediums [8]—[10].
We turn now to the influence of the inclusion shape. The HCM constitutive dyadics 
were estimated as functions of the eccentricity parameter 5 € [0, 0.5], while the pa­
rameters L =  0.001m, f a =  0.3 and ip = 0 were kept fixed. Once again, (4.96)-(4.98) 
describe the form of the computed HCM constitutive dyadics. An increase in the ec­
centricity of the ellipsoidal shape underlying the topology of the composite medium 
was found to have the distinct effect of increasing the contrast between the diago­
nal elements of the 3x3 constitutive dyadics. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3(d) by 
representative parameter values, provided by the real parts of £®, gjj and
Lastly in this section, we consider the dependency of the HCM constitutive param­
eters on the orientation diversity between the principal axes of and U, as quantified 
by the angle ip. Calculations were carried out for 0 < ip < 7r/2, with L  =  0.001 m, 
f a = 0.3 and 8 ~  0.5. Instead of conforming to (4.96)-(4.98), the constitutive dyadics 
of the HCM were now found to be of the more general form
-v
" e*p Pp
1o
Mp 0
e 0 Ap €yP 0 , f i  J1q — 23 P p P p
0
_ 0 0 ezp .
y
0 0 3= I
£ = -C  =  i y e 0 /i0 
—v —p
Cx p m
S p  Sp 
Sp Sp 
0 0
0
0
t z
(4.99)
(4.100)
We remark that the surface integral evaluation (4.88) is also applicable for mediums 
of the type (4.99)-(4.100), but not for more general forms of bianisotropic biaxial 
medium. Our calculations show that the off-diagonal elements in (4.99)-(4.100) dis­
appear when either ‘0 =  Oor'0 =  7r/2, and electromagnetic response characteristics of 
the HCM are then in accordance with (4.96)-(4.98).
The influence of ip is revealed in Figure 4.3(e) for the real parts of e®, tyv and 
; and in Figure 4.3(f) for the real parts of and The relative permittivity 
scalars e®, ejj and e* are strongly influenced by the orientation of the principal axes 
of |  in the xy  plane, but e* is not. A similar relationship is demonstrated by the 
magneto electric constitutive scalars of the HCM; however, the permeability parameters 
are considerably less sensitive to ip than their dielectric counterparts are.
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4.3.3 Chiroferrite HCM
The homogenisation of a chiroferrite composite medium, formed by mixing a magnetically- 
biased ferrite with an isotropic chiral medium, is considered here. Chiroferrites, to­
gether with chiroplasmas, were theoretically conceived as composite materials [12]; 
and, subsequently, their constitutive relations were rigorously developed [34]. Both 
chiroferrite [35] and chiroplasma [11] HCMs have been developed using the MG and 
the Br formalisms. Further details are provided in Chapter 2.
The constituent mediums are (i) a gyrotropic magnetic medium characterised by
| a = e0eal ,  E a = ^  [ t ^ a l - i p i U z  x | + ( S - / i a ) i i ]  , (4.101)
and (ii) an isotropic chiral medium with constitutive dyadics as given by (4.94). The 
following parameter values were chosen: ea — 1.2+i 0.4, fia =  4.5-H 1.5, (i9a =  2.4+i 0.8,
/i“ =  1.8 +  % 0.6; 6b = 2.5 -Pi 0.5, £& =  1 +  i 0.2 and (ij, =  1.75 -M 0.35. Both constituent 
mediums a and b are assumed to have ellipsoidal topologies described by the shape 
dyadic
( Ux Uy Uz )
|  [ Ux cos2 a +  Uy sin2 a  +  (Uz ~ Ux) sin2 {3 ] u x u x
+  (  Ux sin2 a  +  Uy cos2 a )  u y u y  +  (  Ux sin2 (3 +  Uz cos2 ( 3 )  u z u z 
+  [ (Ux ~ Uy) sin a  cos a ] ( u x u y +  u y u x )
+ [(UX -  t/*) sin/? cos/?] ( u x u z + u z u x ) j ,  (4.102)
where Ux = 1 +  5,  Uy = 1 and Uz =  1 — (h/2). Thus, for f3 =  0, the angle a  represents 
the rotation of the ellipsoid principal axes in the xy  plane about the z axis; while the 
angle (3 represents the rotation of the ellipsoid principal axes in the xz  plane about 
the y axis when a = 0. Representative plots are presented in Figure 4.4.
With f a =  0.3, 5  =  0.5, and a  =  (3 =  0 fixed, estimates of the HCM constitutive 
parameters were computed as functions of the correlation length L G [0, 0.0015] m. 
The permittivity and the permeability dyadics of the HCM were found to possess the 
respective forms
= p
p e12p 0 LL11f tp LL12f tp 0,12
P e22 0 , /i =  jlo-- *n
to a22f tp 0
0 0 33p -
--P
0 0
(4.103)
whereas the effective magnetoelectric dyadics have the more general form
= p
t i l  
S p
*12
Sp 0 r - £ nSp
*21
Sp 0
i  fto t2 1Sp
t2 2
Sp 0 } C ~~  ^ \ / G  fto *1 2 Sp i t
o 0
0 0 *33 ^ P .
--P
0 0 *33 ^ P -
. (4.104)
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Figure 4.4: Representative plots of the estimated effective constitutive parameters of a 
chiroferrite composite medium as functions of the correlation length L in (a) and (b); 
volume fraction f a in (c); ellipsoid eccentricity parameter 6 in (d); orientation angle 
a  in (e) and (f); and orientation angle f3 in (g) and (h). Key: solid line for p = DyO; 
dotted line for p = B r ; dashed line for p = IMG.
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Equations (4.103) and (4.104) show that the considered composite medium is more 
general than the so-called Faraday chiral mediums, as exemplified by chiroferrites and 
chiroplasmas endowed with spherical microstructural topology [34]. We note that the 
constitutive dyadics of chiroplasmas possessing non-spherical topology [11] have the 
same structure as (4.103) and (4.104). See Chapter 2 for further details.
As in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the SPFT calculations are acutely sensitive to the 
correlation length, while those computed using the Br and IMG formalisms are inde­
pendent of L. This is illustrated by the representative plots of the imaginary parts 
of /z®, jjy and fi*\ and and £21 in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), respectively. Once 
again, the escalation in the magnitudes of the SPFT estimates with increasing L is a 
manifestation of the rising number of multiple-scattering events within Vf.
Next, we consider the influence of the volume fraction f a € [0, 1] on the constitutive 
properties of the chosen HCM. Calculations were made for L = 0.001m, 5 = 0.5 and 
a = P = 0; and the results conformed to (4.103) and (4.104). The computed diagonal 
entries of all four 3x3 constitutive dyadics display an approximately linear behaviour 
with respect to / a, between the values they must take at the endpoints / a =  0 (where 
J£p =  j£ fi) and f a = 1 (where |£  =  S£a)- Considerable nonlinearity with respect to 
f a is apparent for the off-diagonal entries of the constitutive dyadics in (4.103) and 
(4.104), but the magnitudes of these terms are rather small in comparison with those 
of the diagonal entries. As representative examples, the real and imaginary parts of 
£21 as well as the imaginary parts of £*2 are plotted against f a in Figure 4.4(c).
The HCM constitutive parameters were then estimated as functions of the eccen­
tricity parameter 5 € [0, 0.5], with L — 0.001 m, f a =  0.3 and a = P — 0. Equations
(4.103) and (4.104) were satisfied by the results. At 5 =  0, we get r l 1 =  r 22 (r =  e, fi} £)
and £p2 =  — £21 ; i.e., the HCM is a Faraday chiral medium [34] if the topology is spher­
ical. By way of a representative example, in Figure 4.4(d) the real parts of e*1, e22 
and e33 are displayed as functions of 5. As was observed in Section 4.3.2, increased 
contrast between the diagonal elements of the 3x3 constitutive dyadics of the HCM 
is achieved at higher degrees of asphericity of the ellipsoidal inclusions.
Finally, we come to the influence of the orientation diversity on the effective con­
stitutive dyadics of the chosen HCM. We selected L =  0.001 m, f a — 0.3 and 6 = 0.5. 
First, we set P = 0 and determined that the constitutive dyadics of the HCM possess 
the form
r e11 e12p 0 tiiSp
cu
Sp 0
e =  e0-v €21p
,22
P 0 : £ —  ^\A°—p
C21
Sp
t22
Sp 0
0 0 ,33
-
0 0 £33 P^ -
r  c nSp c 12Sp 0 M p1
to 0
i  \ A o  Mo c 21Sp
£22
Sp 0 , m  — Mo
— p Mp1 Mp2
0
0 0 1
CO1 0 0 a 33 Mp _
(4.105)
(4.106)
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for a  E [0, 7r/2]. Then, for a = 0 and /? E [0, 7r/2], we found th a t
1
'a 
•—‘ I—* 12
p
,13
P
5—171 a.
Cl2
Sp i/Y
> CO
i
- e 12p
,2 2
P e 23P > £  —  ^ \ / ^ o  To  —P
C2l
Sp
£22
Sp
£23
Sp
e 13 L c p
.23
P
,33  
€P - £ 31 - Sp
£32
Sp
£33
Sp -
r  - £ nSp 6 2 1Sp
_ * 3 1  1  
Sp A i p 1 Mp2 LL1S ‘ T p
^ \ / ^ o h o <e12Sp
___ £ 2 2
Sp
£ 3 2
Sp , {A — p 0 = P “ / 4 2
Mp2 n f
_ £ l 3  
L  Sp
£ 2 3
Sp
£ 3 3  
Sp „ a4 2 $ .
(4.107)
(4.108)
Both sets of constitutive dyadics are more general than the ones specified through
(4.103) and (4.104), except when (i) a  =  0 and either /3 =  0 or /? — tt/2, or (ii) (3 = 0 
and either a = 0 or a = 7t/2.
Illustrative examples of the effects of orientation diversity are provided in Fig­
ures 4.4(e) and 4.4(f), wherein the imaginary parts of f*1, £22 and £33 as well as the 
real and the imaginary parts of p 12 and p21, respectively, are plotted against a  when 
(3 =  0. Likewise, in Figures 4.4(g) and 4.4(h) are plotted the real parts of e 4 2 and
, and the imaginary parts of Q 2, and Q 5, respectively, as functions of (3 when
a = 0. The rpn  and r 22 diagonal entries of the effective 3x3 constitutive dyadics are 
greatly dependent on a, whereas the r 33 values are not, (r  — e,f, Analogously, 
the r^1 and r 33 diagonal entries of the 3x3 constitutive dyadics are highly sensitive to 
/?, whereas the r 22 values are not, (r =  e, £, p).
4.4 Influence o f covariance
We now consider the covariance function in the SPFT. In the SPFT developed in 
Section 4.2, the specific choice T(jR) =  To(^) (4.61) was made for the covariance 
function. Here we shall derive results for more general choices of covariance function 
and investigate the influence of the covariance function in a specific homogenisation 
example. Specifically, we consider the homogenisation of an assembly of metallic el­
lipsoidal inclusions, randomly distributed but similarly oriented, in a non-conducting 
host medium. Our study is an extension of an earlier investigation by Sherwin et al.
[50] in which the same homogenisation scenario was explored using the Br homogenisa­
tion formalism. Their results highlighted the importance of the underlying component 
phase topology in determining the constitutive parameters of the composite medium. 
Most notably, abrupt changes in the effective permittivity of the composite medium as 
the volume fraction of inclusions was increased—indicative of a percolation threshold 
[5, 71]—were found to be particularly sensitive to the eccentricity of the ellipsoidal 
topology.
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4.4.1 Theoretical results
We recall from (4.66) and (4.52) that the key step in calculating the SPFT-estimated 
HCM constitutive dyadic K  Q is the evaluation of the principal value integral
lim [  T(R) ( [ G {q)exp(iq • R) d3q \  d3R ,  (4.109)
  87T3 J v  y e  \  J G  B C M
where V^ » denotes all space. For the case of the step function covariance T0(K) (4.61), 
we showed in Section 4.2.5 that (4.109) reduces to the surface integral
p r 0 =  ^ h h  f  _ 1 ------  f  1------  x
4-7TZ J (U • P) I — K-
CO* p*
r  ( U ' 1 • p) I4-------- ----- i±L t da  4.110
K,+ K-
p = v / K_ )
which requires numerical evaluation, in general. Here we present results analogous to 
(4.110) for the exponential covariances
riGS) =  h h  ex p (-a  I g - 1 • R \) ,  (4.111)
r 2Cg) =  h fb  exp(—<T I U r ' - R  |2) , (4.112)
where a > 0. Notice that each of the covariance functions (4.61), (4.111) and (4.112)
reflects the ellipsoidal topology of the component phases insofar as each is spherically
symmetric with respect to the coordinate frame of S_ = Z7-1 • R .  The treatments 
for covariance functions (4.111) and (4.112) follow by residue calculus in the manner 
detailed in Section 4.2.5, with (4.109) yielding
,n  u h h  f f  ff24 ( £ _1 • p ) + “ 2X (£ ~ 1 •£)P 1 1 -
and
YkI J |  t4(g  1 • p) (y/K.jT +  ia)2(yfRT +  ia)2
2ia ( g - 1 - p ) - w 2X ( g _1 •?)]
U{UTl * P) (V«+ +  ^ ) 2{ y / ^  + ia)
p r 2 =  f a f b V  f  _____________ 1 x
^  8wr<r J (k+ — «_) t±{UCl • p)
(rn2 A(M 1 -P) + w 2X ( g  1 •£))  exP ( - ^ r )  D - 2 { ^ j = )
m=^ /Kljr
dft, (4.114)
m=^ /KZ
where
D_2(2) =  e x p ( - j )  -  (  z exp(^-) elic( p = ))  . (4.115)
is the second-order parabolic cylinder function and erfc denotes the complementary 
error function [72]. The results (4.113) and (4.114) hold provided the BCM belongs to 
the general category of reciprocal biaxial bianisotropic mediums; the same restriction 
applies to (4.110).
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4.4.2 Numerical results and discussion
Pursuing the homogenisation example previously investigated using the Br formalism 
by Sherwin et al. [50], we take phase a to be a collection of ellipsoidal iron particles 
at 670 nm free-space wavelength, with phase b being free space (i.e., vacuum). The 
relative permittivity of iron at the chosen wavelength is —4.34 +  z20.5. In order to 
examine the influence of covariance and correlation length on the percolation threshold 
anisotropy, we choose Ux =  1, Uy = 1.5 and Uz = 0.1 in the notation of (4.95). For 
such an inclusion topology, we anticipate the effective composite permittivity to exhibit 
a percolation threshold along the shortest principal axis — which corresponds to Uz — 
but not in the directions orthogonal to it, as per the Br formalism [50]. Values of a 
were selected for the covariance functions (4.111) and (4.112) so that
C  4 t t  7*3
/  r j (R )d 3R = - — , (i =  0 , 1 , 2 ), (4.116)
where L  is the correlation length. Hence, a  =  ( ^ 6 ) /L  for Ti\ and a — 
for r 2 .
Our SPFT calculations reveal that K _ „ has the form
=  D y  o
==  Dy0
~ D y 0  2
o Mo L
(4.117)
where gD Q — diag (e®y0, e fy0). Results are presented for L = 0 nm to L — 70 
nm, in increments of 10 nm, with reference to the key given in Table 4.1.
0.0 nm
10.0 nm
30.0 nm
40.0 nm
50.0 nm
60.0 nm
70.0 nm
Table 4.1: Key for Figures 4.5-4.7.
The real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity parameters e jy0, e^y0 
and e^y0, calculated using covariance function r 0, are plotted as functions of f a in 
Figure 4.5. The abrupt change in both the real and imaginary components of e fy0 in 
the vicinity of f a =  0.8 indicates a percolation threshold. A corresponding threshold is 
not observed for the constitutive parameters e jy0 and ey y0. As the correlation length 
increases, so the onset of percolation is seen to occur at higher values of f a. At L — 0,
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Figure 4.5: Real and imaginary components of the relative permittivity parameters 
ex yQ-> ey V° and plotted against volume fraction f a for covariance function r 0. See 
Table 4.1 for key.
the reverse effect may be achieved through increasing the magnitude of Uz relative to 
Ux and Uy [50].
The graphs for e jy0, e^y0 and e fy0, calculated using covariance functions Fi and T2 
are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Comparing Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, 
we see that the influence of correlation length is least for the most slowly decreasing 
covariance function (namely, Fi), and greatest for the fastest decreasing covariance 
function (namely, r0).
We infer from our numerical results that the correlated actions of neighbouring 
inclusions result in a considerable mitigation of the percolation threshold anisotropy
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Figure 4.6: As for Figure 4.5 but with covariance function T\. See Table 4.1 for key.
due to inclusion shape alone. Thus, the necessity of employing the SPFT, rather than 
the more simplistic Br formalism, is highlighted. We also conclude, from the presented 
numerical example, that the choice of covariance function may only have a secondary 
influence as compared with the effects of the correlation length.
4.5 B eyond th e bilocal approxim ation
The SPFT has been widely applied, under the second-order approximation (also 
known as the bilocal approximation), to estimate the constitutive properties of HCMs
[16], [53]—[55]. To our knowledge, higher-order approximations and the issue of conver­
gence of the mass operator series have not hitherto been addressed. In this section, we
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Figure 4.7: As for Figure 4.5 but with covariance function ITT See Table 4.1 for key.
we develop a third-order approximation and investigate convergence of the mass op­
erator series [19]. The analysis is presented for isotropic chiral composite mediums. 
Additionally, we conjecture that our conclusions hold for more general mediums; this 
conjecture is substantiated by our numerical results.
4.5.1 Third—order approximation
The second-order mass operator approximation S (r  — P) & S 2(r — P) was presented 
as (4.29) in Section 4.2.2. On retaining the next highest-order term (i.e., to third- 
order in x)> dm Born series expansion (4,23) yields the third-order mass operator
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approximation as [6, 57]
S (r  -  r 7) «  I± (r -  l!) +  S  (r — r 7), (4.118)
where
-  r!) =
J ( z ( r )  * 'P§LBCM(t -  p") * f^c") * 'PQ:BCM(l" -  n') • f^c') ) dV7.
Some algebraic manipulations utilising (4.30) and (4.27) lead to
/  i \ 3
a . f c - r ' )  =
(4.119)
•X , (4.120)
in which
1  = J { 0a(r) ea(r!) ea(r")) m BCM(z -  r") • ^  -  r») dV', (4.121)
M j = J (  9*(r) 0„(r")) ^ £ bcm(e -  r") ■ BCMfc" -  r') dV', (4.122)
M2 = J ( 0«(r") fl.fc') > P fiBCM(r -  r") • ^  • P S BCM(r" -  / )  dV' , (4.123)
M = «  * .(r)».(/) > -  2 /*) J  P fiBCM(r - 1") • ^  • P fiBCMfc" -  r') dV',
(4.124)
are all implicit functions of R.
In order to estimate K f r o m  (4.66), we need to evaluate the Fourier transform 
of the mass operator evaluated at zero spatial frequency; i.e.,
S(0) =  /  E(i2) d3R\ (4.125)
thus, we now consider the evaluation of J  J  d3R, f  M  d3R  and f  N  d3R : We must 
first specify the second and third moments of 6a(r). Consistent with [16], we choose 
(4.61) along with
{0a{r)0a(r!)  # a f c " )  ) =  <
f3J a 
fa
|  (fa +  2f 3)
min{Z/i2 , A13, L23} > L 
m a x { L i 2 , 1 /1 3 , L 2 S }  <  L  
one of Li2} T 13, £ 2 3  < L
where
 ^ 3 (2/a +  fa) two of L 12, 7/13, 1/23 £  -b
T i2 = \ r - F \ ,  L i3 =  \ r -  r 77| , L23 =  \r! -  r"| ■
(4.126)
(4.127)
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Prom (4.126) we have
f ( e a ( r ) e a(r')Oat f ' ) ) d Y  =
f  h d3P‘ +  f  h d3P’ +  f  [fa P hw(r — P)] d3P’ , (4.128)
f J  L 23 J
where
11 \l  —i !\ < l , (4.129)0 |r — P\ > L
and h = (f a  —  f 3 ) / 3. Thus, selecting the origin of our coordinate system at P , we 
have
A —  J  { f a  P  h  [ w ( P ' )  P ™ { R -  P ! )  p  w { R )  ]  }  X
m bcm {R - 1") • • ^ e BCM(r") d V . (4.130)
Focussing on the term w(!Q VQ.BCM(R —r") • x  * PQ:BCM{Pr) in (4.130), we assume 
that
A m BCM{ f )  • & BCMY  -  R ) «  e .  (4.i3i)
for | r r/1 >> L. This simplification is justified in Appendix A for isotropic chiral medi­
ums. It is highly probable that (4.131) is also valid for weakly anisotropic mediums 
with diagonally-dominant constitutive dyadics. However, in the absence of appropriate 
Green function representations for such general mediums, this remains a conjecture. 
Using (4.131), we make the approximation
A & J  { fa P h — if1) P W(P') w(R  — P') ] } x
'P&bom[R -  r") • ^  • 7>fiBCM(r") d Y . (4.132)
Taking the spatial Fourier transform of (4.132) and applying the convolution theorem
[60], we find
[  Ad?R  =  h ( v - x  * p r ° +  p r ° • X • v  +  P r ° • x  • P r ° ) + / j Y - x  * V ,J \ —a —a = a  — / — —
(4.133)
where
Y  =  f  'P&BCM(R) (4.134)
=  (4-135)
by (4.16), (4.54) and (4.55).
We consider now the integration of M : Introducing
f a  \ R - r " \ < L
s{R - ’!?) = { , (4.136)
f t  \ R - r " \ > L
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we have
M! = /  «(S -  r") P & bcm(R -  r!') ■ • V & BCMtt') dV\ (4.137)
where, as previously for J , we have selected the origin of our coordinate system at 
r'. By means of Fourier transformations and application of the convolution theorem 
again, the integral
J M, d3R = (/„ -  /„2)g r° • • Y + f a Y • K a ’ V , (4.138)
emerges. It follows similarly that
J  M2 -  fl )  X • x , • Er° + fa V • ^  • Y . (4.139)
For N  , we have
S  =  ( f a  ~ f a )  J  W ( f i )  P & B C M & -  C'") • - ^ S s C M f c ' " )
-  fa J  mBCM^R ~ £") ‘ ^ • (414°)
Utilising the approximation of (4.132) and repeating the procedure of Fourier trans­
formations, we find
[ k <PR =  U a - f l ) Pr° - x  -V. (4.141)./ —a =  «
Finally, combining (4.133), (4.138), (4.139) and (4.141) into (4.120) and integrat­
ing, we find
J  J23(=B) d3R  =
Tfl  ~ f X • ( Y - x  - P ^ + E ^ - X  - Y + P ro'X •P1'0) -X • (4-142)0^1 — Ja) =a v = a — — = a — — =o — / — a
4.5.2 Numerical results
Using the zeroth-, second- and third-order-approximated SPFT in the long-wavelength 
regime, we investigate the constitutive properties of two examples of HCM. The vol­
ume fraction f a — 0.3 and an angular frequency cu —  2 tt x  1010 rad s_1 are selected for 
all numerical results presented in this section.
A. Isotropic chiral HCM
In the first example, component phase a was chosen to be an isotropic chiral material 
with constitutive relations
<La =  e0ea I ,  C  = = fia = (i0fiaI ,  (4.143)
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and parameter values
ea =  £ (3 -f z l.5 ), f° =  £(1.5 +  i ) ,  /ia = 5 (2 +  i0 .8 ) , (4.144)
where 5 = 10, 20 and 30. Component phase b was taken to be free space. The param­
eter 6 provides the means to vary the constitutive contrast between the component 
phases. The relative permittivity tHCM of the resulting isotropic chiral HCM is plotted 
as a function of correlation length L  in Figure 4.8. The values for the zeroth-order 
approximation—which are identical to those values calculated using the Br homogeni­
sation formalism—are independent of correlation length. Furthermore, the calculated 
values for all orders of approximation coincide at L  =  0. The HCM magneto electric 
parameter £HCM and relative permeability fiHCM behave in similar manner to the 
relative permittivity eHCM and are displayed in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Real and imaginary parts of the HCM relative permittivity, calculated 
using the zeroth-, second- and third-order mass operator approximations, plotted 
against correlation length L  for 6 =  10, 20, 30. At L =  0, the calculated values 
for all orders of approximation coincide. Key: broken dashed lines indicate zeroth- 
order values; solid lines indicate second-order values; dashed lines indicate third-order 
values.
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Figure 4.9: As for Figure 4.8, but the plotted values are of the HCM magnetoelectric 
parameter.
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Figure 4.10: As for Figure 4.8, but the plotted values are of the HCM relative perme­
ability.
Under the long-wavelength regime, we require Q <C 1, where
^  _  max Wk T
(4.145)
For the present case in which the BCM is an isotropic chiral comparison medium,
w* =  {| 7+ l . l 7 “ |}> (4.146)
where 7 * denote the left- and right-handed wavenumbers in the BCM [33], We find
for the example illustrated in Figures 4.8 -  4.10, Q =  0.1 at L — 5.1 x 1 0 -4 m for 
5 = 30; at L — 5.7 x 10“ 4 m for 5 =  20; and at L = 7.3 x 10~ 4 m for 5 =  10. These 
limits establish the applicability ranges of the presented formalism.
B. Faraday chiral HCM
For our second example, we again selected the isotropic chiral medium of (4.143) and 
(4.144) as component phase a. A magnetically gyrotropic medium characterised by
i  = z0t bL  =  Q,
M6 =  Mo | V l  -  *Ms X I  +  (A  — M6 ) Ms ]
(4.147)
(4.148)
was chosen as component phase 5, along with the parameter values eb — 1.2 +  £0.4, 
fih =  2.5 -I- £0.5, pu =  2.1 -f- £0.4 and fibg =  0.2 +  £0.1.
The resulting HCM, with the constitutive relations
. H C M =  e0 [eHCMl - i f % UMu g x l + ( ze
- H C M  t - H C M
H C M eHCM) u l u z ] ,
i  -  * e r ,M a ,  * i + ( i u aM -  ZHCM) fi. a .  ]
= to {M CMI -  i ^ CM UZ X L + ( m"cm  -  mh cm  ) f i .  f i .  ] .
(4.149)
(4.150)
(4.151)
(4.152)
belongs to the general class of Faraday chiral mediums [1 2 , 34]. Such HCMs have been 
comprehensively studied using both the MG and Br formalism [35, 11] (see Chapter 2 ),
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as well as the bilocally-approximated SPFT [17] (see Section 4.3.3). The calculated 
HCM relative permittivity parameters eHCM, e^CM and t ^ CM\ magneto electric pa­
rameters £hcm } CM and and relative permeability parameters \j^ cm
and are graphed as functions of correlation length L  in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and
4.13, respectively. For clarity, the zeroth-order approximation values—which are con­
stant with respect to L  and are equal to the second- and third-order values in the 
limit L  —> 0 —are not displayed. The BCM lies in the category of weakly anisotropic 
mediums with diagonally-dominant constitutive dyadics, for which we anticipate that 
the simplification (4.131) is valid.
Since the Faraday chiral HCM is a Lorentz-nonreciprocal medium [73], the cor­
responding dispersion equation yields four distinct wavenumbers: 7 1} q2, 73  and 7 4 . 
Accordingly, here we have
Wk = {| 71 U  72 | | 731, 174 I } , (4.153)
and we find Q =  0.1 at L — 3.6 x 10- 4  m for 5 =  30; at L = 4.3 x 10~ 4 m for 8 =  20; 
and at L = 5.5 x 10~ 4 m for 5 = 10.
4.5.3 Conclusion
It is clear from Figures 4.8 -  4.13 that the third-order-approximated SPFT yields 
significantly different results from the bilocally-approximated SPFT only as either
(i) the correlation length L  becomes electrically larger and/or (ii) the constitutive 
contrast between the component phases a and b increases. However, in case (i), the 
long-wavelength approximation begins to lose validity; while in case (ii), spatial fluc­
tuations in the generalised polarisability xfc) are likely to become strong. Thus, in 
either instance the addition of the third-order term S 3 (i?) to the mass operator is not 
significant, provided the basic assumptions underlying the long-wavelength SPFT re­
main valid. We therefore conclude that the SPFT converges at the level of the bilocal 
approximation for isotropic chiral mediums, as well as for chiroferrite mediums which 
are both weakly uniaxial and weakly gyrotropic.
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Figure 4.11: Real and imaginary parts of the HCM relative permittivity parameters 
eHCM, e^CM and e^CM, calculated using the second- and third-order mass operator 
approximations, plotted against correlation length L for S = 10, 20, 30. Key: solid 
lines indicate second-order values; dashed lines indicate third-order values.
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Figure 4.12: As for Figure 4.11, but the plotted values are of the HCM magnetoelectric 
parameters £HCM} CM and i f GM.
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Figure 4.13: As for Figure 4.11, but the plotted values are of the HCM permeability 
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C hapter 5 
D iscussion
5.1 G eneral remarks
In the consideration of electromagnetic properties of materials, the concept of homo­
genisation — combining multiple (simple) components into an effectively single com­
plex structure — is extremely important, both scientifically and technologically. This 
is particularly so in the case of the most general linear HCMs, namely bianisotropic 
HCMs. While the occurrence of fully bianisotropic materials in nature is rare, they 
may be readily synthesised through the homogenisation of relatively simple materials.
Through the work of this thesis, the theory of linear HCMs has been advanced on 
two fronts:
(i) By utilising the well-established MG and Br homogenisation formalisms, along 
with the recently-developed IMG and DMG formalisms, the constitutive prop­
erties of complex HCM structures were revealed and related to the properties of 
their constituents. Specifically, in Chapter 2, a detailed parametric study of a 
chiroplasma HCM revealed a composite structure more general than that of the 
Faraday chiral mediums [11]. This general structure — which has not hitherto 
been described in the scientific literature — arises when the component phases 
possess non-spherical topology. The issue of biaxiality in HCMs was fully ex­
plored in Chapter 3. Biaxial HCMs were shown to arise when the component 
phases present two noncollinear distinguished axes; both electromagnetic and 
topological distinguished axes were considered for nondissipative dielectric [13], 
dissipative dielectric-magnetic [14] and bianisotropic [15] HCMs. Generalised 
biaxial HCM structures in which the principal axes of the real and imaginary 
parts of the constitutive dyadics do not coincide were described. Furthermore, 
for HCMs arising from component phases with non-orthogonal distinguished 
axes, methods of achieving orthorhombic biaxiality were presented.
(ii) The bilocally-approximated SPFT was developed for bianisotropic HCMs [16] 
in Chapter 4. The SPFT represents a significant advance over the MG and
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Br homogenisation formalisms, through accommodating a more comprehensive 
description of the distributional statistics of the component phases. In particular, 
the SPFT predicts scattering losses (unlike the MG and Br formalisms) and in 
its simplest implementations (i.e. either as the correlation length L -4 0 or 
utilising the zero-order mass operator), the SPFT reduces to the Br formalism. 
Detailed numerical studies highlighted the particular influence of the correlation 
length, as compared to that of the topology and orientation of the component 
phases [17]. Additionally, the choice of covariance function was shown to have 
only a secondary influence as compared with the effects of the correlation length
[18]. Finally, through calculating the third-order mass operator approximation
[19], the convergence of the bilocally-approximated SPFT was demonstrated for 
isotropic chiral HCMs, as well as for chiroferrite HCMs which are both weakly 
uniaxial and weakly gyrotropic.
5.2 Further studies
The work of this thesis pertains exclusively to the linear electromagnetic properties 
of HCMs. Within the linear regime, an area which requires further work is the con­
vergence of the mass operator series in the SPFT for anisotropic and bianisotropic 
mediums. Convergence at the level of the bilocal approximation was demonstrated 
in Section 4.5 for isotropic chiral HCMs. Verification of the mass operator conver­
gence for more general mediums may require explicit expressions for the correspond­
ing dyadic Green functions; however, such explicit Green function representations are 
not available [24]. Another area of future development for the linear SPFT lies in 
the establishment of a homogenisation formalism appropriate to component phases 
with needle-shaped or pillbox-shaped topologies. Earlier, Lakhtakia et al. [74] im­
plemented the Br formalism for such a homogenisation scenario in uniaxial dielectric 
materials. We remark that the depolarisation dyadics corresponding to cylindrical 
exclusion volumes, derived recently for anisotropic dielectric mediums [30], may well 
facilitate such a study.
Considerably greater scope for extending the studies described herein lies within 
the realm of nonlinear materials. The MG formalism has been developed for weakly 
nonlinear bianisotropic HCMs [75]. However, as in the linear regime, the nonlinear 
MG is applicable only to dilute composites—a nonlinear IMG or DMG formalism, ap­
plicable to arbitrary concentrations of inclusion particles, has yet to emerge. The Br 
formalism has recently been implemented for weakly nonlinear anisotropic dielectric 
composites [76]; more general Br implementations have not been reported as yet. As 
regards the nonlinear bilocally-approximated SPFT, only the simplest homogenisation 
scenario, namely that relating to cubically-nonlinear isotropic dielectric HCMs, has 
been developed to date [77]. Thus, there is clearly considerable scope for the advance­
ment of the SPFT in the nonlinear regime. Furthermore, such extensions to the SPFT
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are not restricted to only electromagnetic properties. The SPFT has previously been 
implemented for acoustic wave propagation [78] and elastodynamic wave propagation
[79] in linear composite materials. The prospect of developing a comprehensive non­
linear SPFT, capable of describing the electromagnetic, acoustic and elastodynamic 
constitutive properties of composite materials, is highly desirable, and may well lead 
to interesting applications in biological environments, for example.
A ppend ix  A
The assumption that w(R) QzBCM(r) • g  (fi -  r) for | r | >  L is negligible in 
comparison with its evaluation for \ r\ < L, where w(fQ is defined as the step func­
tion (4.129), is made in Section 4.5.1, equation (4.131). Here we justify this assump­
tion for isotropic chiral BCMs. To do so, we express the 6 x 6  dyadic Green function
—BCM ® *n ^erms of 3 x 3  dyadics as
Q
= B C M
Gel„.XR) Gem—  B C M
=  B C M
B C M (1)
We begin by considering the isotropic dielectric-magnetic case: the 3x3 constitu­
tive dyadics are
e =  e I=  B C M  =  5 A* ===B C M  ~ Z =C =0,- B C M  = B C M  - (2)
and the wavenumber k — u  An explicit representation of g eJ CM(fi) is available 
as [80]
/'-fee
~ B C M (fi) =
• l  
.3
W  * (_ l  +  iW? +  fc^ ) exP ( ^ )
— 4tj-ILOE
- 4 ( 3 - 3  i k R - k 2R 2)47r 7
exp(^fi)
f i 3
f i3
I
f i  f i
For r L, and introducing constants cc, (5 and 7  of order unity, we have
a  +  j3kr +  ryk2r2
33
/-'fee
=  B C M (L Q 33
a  -f pkL  +  j k 2L2
Z3
T3 \  a + j3kr 7 fc2r 2 
r 3 /  a
=  ^ j + P(kL) ^ + ' y ( kL)2-  
«  0 ,
(7 =  1,2,3)
(3)
(4)
since | &L | <C 1 in the long-wavelength regime.
For the case of the Ge^ CM(R — r) term, we need only consider fi < L  (since 
W(S)  — 0 for fi > L). Again, for r ^  L and with constants cm, (3 and 7  of order unity,
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we have
Gee
—  B C M ( £ - e) 33
a%CM( R - L Q
33
cv +  j3k(R — r) +  7 k2{R — r)2 
(R -  r f  
a + j3k(R -L )  + 7k2(R -  L)' 
(R -  L f
{.R - L f \  a + pk(R-r) + ~{k2( R - r )2 
(R ~  r )3 /  a
(R -  Lf
O '=  1,2,3)
(R -  r)3
+ 7 [fc(fl-£)] 
0,
+  0 [k(R -  L)} (R -  L)‘ 
(.R -  r f
2 R~~ L 
R — r
(5)
since (L — R) (r — R). For the isotropic dielectric-magnetic case, the correspond­
ing terms for G™™,AR)  behave similarly to Gemm 
■ B C M
a™CMm  and a™
; the corresponding terms forB C M '
do not contribute to the analysis of Section 4.5 as they 
disappear upon integration.
For an isotropic chiral medium, the diagonal terms of Ge^CM(K), Ge™CM(R),
) an<^  =bcm^—  ^ are a^ °^t i^e same f°rm as those in (3) [33], while the integrals 
of the off-diagonal terms are null-valued. Therefore, we have that 
* " (S £ U CM(r) - S BCM( £ - r )  for | r | L is negligible in comparison with its eval­
uation for | r | < L, for an isotropic chiral medium.
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